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Initial Development and Validation of the 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping (ABC) 

 

Monique Shah Kulkarni, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor: Christopher J. McCarthy 

 

The central purpose of this study was to use structural equation modeling 

techniques on a newly developed measure of religious coping, the Assessment of Beliefs 

and Behaviors in Coping (ABC), in order to confirm the factor structure previously 

established through exploratory factor analysis. The ABC is a two-part, 40-item measure 

(each part containing 20 items) that measures attitudes about the helpfulness of religious 

coping as well as use of religious coping behaviors. Multi-group confirmatory factor 

analysis was conducted to determine whether the established factor structure is the same 

across religious groups. Participants were 885 undergraduate students from the 

Department of Educational Psychology subject pool. 

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to assess the fit of the hypothesized 

structure as well as explore the fit of competing models. The factor structure of the 

attitude portion of the measure was confirmed independently of the behavior portion of 

the measure. Both scales demonstrated the initially theorized four-factor model. Multi-

group analyses were then conducted on each portion of the ABC, again, independently. 

Partial scalar invariance was demonstrated for the ABC – Attitudes (across three groups, 



 viii 

Christians, Non-Christians, and Non-Believers). Partial scalar invariance was also 

demonstrated for the ABC – Behaviors, but only for the Christian and Non-Christian 

groups. Finally, participants’ scores on the ABC were compared to their scores on 

existing measures of similar constructs to assess for convergent validity. Reliability of the 

instrument was also evaluated. 

By better understanding the role religion plays in coping with stressful life events, 

the objective is to aid mental health professionals in addressing religion, when applicable, 

with their clients. Limitations, directions for future research, and implications for 

counseling psychology are also discussed. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Research on the harmful effects of stress and the resulting interventions aimed at 

helping individuals cope more effectively has been ongoing for decades.  Researchers 

have identified the potentially harmful effects of stressors ranging from major events 

such as losing a job to everyday hassles such as contending with traffic (Ruffin, 1993).  

Researchers have also investigated the varied way in which individuals cope, for 

example, through active attempts to reduce stressors or passive attempts to cope with 

one’s feelings about a stressor (Beutler, Moos, & Lane, 2003).  Although this research 

sometimes includes the role that spirituality or religion can take in coping with life 

demands, it is usually not a focus of most studies (Pargament, Ano, & Wachholtz, 2005). 

Instead, religion is often included peripherally, through the measuring of another, 

overarching construct. For instance, measures of coping strategies might include an item 

such as, “I prayed,” but not inquire how an individual is using religion to understand and 

subsequently deal with stressors (Carver, 1997). When investigating religion’s role in 

coping with life demands, it is imperative that the inquiry be grounded in a functional 

view of religion and how it influences subsequent behaviors; it is not enough to know 

that an individual prayed. 

According to Bergin & Jensen (1990), 72% of Americans identify religion as the 

single most important influence in their lives. If this is indeed the case, it is troubling that 

so few psychologists are well trained in how to work with clients on religious and 

spiritual issues (Kelly, 1994; Shafrankse & Malony, 1990). In fact, many practicing 

psychologists have little to no training on how to work with clients on such issues, even 

though the American Psychological Association’s (1992) ethical principles list religion as 
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an aspect of human diversity that requires special attention from psychologists who are 

providing services. With so many people claiming religion as an important aspect in their 

lives, it does not seem logical to be expected to leave that at the door of a counseling 

session. Further, links between religiousness and mental health suggest that religion 

represents a potentially valuable resource in coping with stress (Ellison, 1991). A clearer 

understanding of the way religion influences how individuals cope with stress is the first 

step to incorporating religious and spiritual issues in mental health practice.  

Although there has been a movement toward a better understanding of this 

process in the past several decades, much of the work has focused on Christian 

experiences of religion (Hill & Pargament, 2008). More specifically, there is an over-

representation of the experience of white, middle-class, Protestant males in the literature. 

In their review of recent advances in the literature, Hill and Pargament (2008) 

emphasized the need for more contextually sensitive measures of religious coping. They 

drew attention to the fact that religious experiences can oftentimes be extremely variable 

from group to group and that many religions may have key principles that do not easily 

translate across belief systems (e.g., the concept of karma in Hinduism). 

As more attention is drawn to the concept of religious coping, and the important 

role it seems to play in the process of coping, researchers are working to fill the gap in 

the literature. The approach many seem to take is that which Hill and Pargament (2008) 

call for: examining the experiences of specific religious groups. This is apparent in the 

religious coping measures currently available. As can be expected, there are numerous 

studies that cite the experience of those who identify with the Christian faith, and one of 

the most widely used measures in the field is grounded in a Christian perspective 
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(Pargament, Koenig, & Perez, 2000). However, there are also several scales aimed at 

assessing the religious coping behaviors of those who ascribe to non-Christian faiths, e.g. 

Hinduism (Tarakeshwar, Pargament, & Mahoney, 2003), Judaism (Rosmarin, Pargament, 

Krumrei, & Flannelly, 2009), and Islam (Khan & Watson, 2006). The items on each of 

these scales, however, were developed based on the teachings and practices of the 

particular religions to which they refer. 

While having a better grasp of religious teachings and practices across diverse 

religious groups can certainly aid our understanding of the connection between religion 

and health (both mental and physical), focusing on the creation of tradition-specific 

measures does not facilitate the conduction of cross-cultural research. In our increasingly 

pluralistic society, it is becoming more and more important to be able to compare across 

diverse groups. 

Abu-Rayya, Abu-Rayya, and Kahlil (2009) recognized this need in their 

development of the Multi-Religion Identity Measure (MRIM). They argue that because 

much of the research on religion to date is fairly heavily biased toward Christianity, it is 

difficult to draw conclusions and generalize these findings to varying belief systems. The 

development of the MRIM is an important step in the direction of unifying the literature. 

This measure, however, is meant to assess religious identification. While the MRIM is 

relevant to the intersection between psychology and religion and has shown predictive 

validity in terms of the relationship between religiosity and psychological well-being 

(Abu-Rayya et al., 2009), it does not address the role of religion in the process of coping 

with stressful life events. 
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The goal of this study is to build on previous attempts to measure religious coping 

and develop a valid and reliable instrument that can effectively measure religious coping 

behaviors and can be applied to a wide range of belief systems. Pargament (1997) 

indicates that measures of religious coping should be designed to answer specific 

questions about how religion comes to life when people are faced with difficult or 

stressful circumstances.  

A number of constructs related to religion and coping were explored in this study. 

For clarification purposes, the constructs are identified and defined below. As is often the 

case with research in psychology, these terms may be used differently or interchangeably 

in various contexts. The descriptions below are meant to define the terms as they will be 

referred to in the context of this study. 

• Religious faith – the acceptance and practice of a particular religious belief 

• Religiosity – the degree to which a person accepts/practices a particular religious 

belief or the strength of an individual’s religious faith 

• Religiousness – the quality of being religious or accepting and practicing religious 

beliefs 

• Spirituality – the personal or private aspect of a person’s religious experience 

• Religious coping – the use of cognitive or behavioral techniques in times of stress 

that arise from one’s religious or spiritual beliefs (Tix & Frazier, 1998) 

This study builds on previous work to develop a more widely applicable measure 

of religious coping. It uses structural equation modeling techniques on the newly 

developed measure in order to confirm the factor structure previously established through 

exploratory factor analyses. Second, multi-group confirmatory factor analysis was 
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conducted to determine whether the established factor structure is the same across diverse 

religious groups. Finally, the measure was correlated with existing measures of similar 

constructs in an effort to assess for construct validity. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Introduction 

The following literature review will first describe models of stress and how 

religion fits into those models. Next, it will describe resources and strategies as 

components of the coping process and explain how religion can function as both (a 

resource and a strategy). Finally, it will address previous attempts to measure religious 

coping before moving into a description of the development of a new, more widely 

applicable measure of religious coping. 

Stress, Coping, and Religion  

Religious coping has its foundation in traditional models of stress and coping.  It 

is therefore important to address how stress is defined before examining how religious 

coping is conceptualized. 

!"#$#%&$#%'#(#$&)%*+,,#$#-.%/&0'%.1%21-2#3.4&)+5#%'.$#''6%71$%#8&93)#:%

'.+94)4'%*#,+-+.+1-'%,124'%1-%#(#-.'%+-%a person’s external%#-(+$1-9#-.%'42"%&'%

-&.4$&)%*+'&'.#$'%1$%)1'+-;%&%<1=:%/"+)#%$#'31-'#%*#,+-+.+1-'%,124'%1-%&-%+-*+(+*4&)>'%

3"0'+1)1;+2&)%$#'31-'#'%.1%#(#-.'%+-%."#%#-(+$1-9#-.:%'42"%&'%&-8+14'%,##)+-;'%1$%

+-2$#&'#*%"#&$.%$&.#%?@&5&$4'%&-*%71)A9&-:%BCDEF6%More specifically, stimulus 

definitions highlight events that have the potential to negatively impact an individual’s 

life. According to the stimulus definition of stress, these events, such as catastrophic 

events or natural disasters, major life events such as losing a job, or chronic conditions 

such as living in crowded conditions, are stressors that are embedded in the environment 

and are completely separate from the individuals who may be impacted by their 
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occurrence or presence. Response definitions of stress on the other hand, focus on the 

internal reaction experienced by an individual, i.e. the level of physiological arousal or 

lack thereof. Cannon (1936) referred to ideas regarding physiological regulation of things 

such as heart rate, body temperature, etc. that can be affected by external stimuli with the 

term “homeostasis.” As such, stimulus definitions of stress refer to external stressors that 

have the potential to disrupt homeostatic balance. Response definitions of stress, then, 

refer to neural or endocrine reactions that strive to re-establish homeostasis. As per 

Cannon’s approach, the stress response evolved as a way to solve challenges to 

homeostasis (Sapolsky, 2007). For example, facing a natural disaster such as a tsunami 

would likely disrupt an individual’s internal homeostatic balance. The resulting fight-or-

flight response that may be experienced by the individual can serve as a way to remove 

the person from the threatening situation and help re-establish homeostasis. 

G#+."#$%1,%."e'#%21-2#3.4&)+5&.+1-':%"1/#(#$:%considers the whole picture. 

Each definition looks at only half of the situation. The stimulus definition does not 

account for an individual’s physiological or psychological reactions, and the response 

definition does not consider the external demands faced by the individual (Sapolsky, 

2007). Most importantly, neither definition addresses ."#%$1)#%psychological context 

plays%+-%213+-;%/+."%'.$#'' (Mason, 1975)6%Among other things, Mason (1975) found 

that physical stressors activate a physiological stress response only if they induce a loss 

of control, which speaks to the importance of psychological context. Further, neither 

definition acknowledges that the solution to some physical challenges can involve 

behavior (Sapolsky, 2007). While response definitions allude to the fact that 

physiological responses may lead to certain behavioral responses, they do not account for 
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the process in which an individual decides to engage in one type of behavior (e.g., using 

alcohol) over another (e.g., going to church). H'%'42":%stimulus and response definitions 

of stress%&$#%-1.%+*#&)%,1$%4-*#$'.&-*+-;%"1/%$#)+;+1-%+-,)4#-2#'%."#%/&0%+-%/"+2"%

+-*+(+*4&)'%213#%/+."%'.$#''6  

@&5&$4'%&-*%71)A9&-%?BCDEF%*#,+-#%'.$#''%&'%."#%$#)&.+1-'"+3%1$%.$&-'&2.+1-%

=#./##-%&%3#$'1-%&-*%."#%#-(+$1-9#-.6%H221$*+-;%.1%."+'%91*#):%'.$#''%+'%&%

$#)&.+1-'"+3%=#./##-%&%3#$'1-%&-*%."#%#-(+$1-9#-.%."&.%."#%3#$'1-%&33$&+'#'%&'%

.&8+-;%1$%#82##*+-;%"+'I"#$%$#'14$2#'6%J(#$01-#%"&'%&%2#$.&+-%&914-.%1,%&(&+)&=)#%

$#'14$2#':%&-*%/"#-%."#%*#9&-*'%1,%"+'I"#$%#-(+$1-9#-.%#82##*:%1$%&$#%3#$2#+(#*%

.1%#82##*:%."1'#%$#'14$2#':%&%'.$#''%$#'31-'#%+'%)+A#)0%.1%1224$6%!"#%+931$.&-.%."+-;%

.1%-1.#%/+."%."+'%91*#)%+'%."&.%."#%<4*;9#-.%."&.%&%3&$.+24)&$%3#$'1-%1$%#-(+$1-9#-.%

+'%'.$#'',4)%*#3#-*'%1-%21;-+.+(#%&33$&+'&):%/"+2"%(&$+#'%,$19%3#$'1-%.1%3#$'1-6%!"#%

21-2#3.%1,%3'02"1)1;+2&)%'.$#''%."#-:%*#3#-*'%'1)#)0%1-%."#%+-*+(+*4&)>'%3#$2#3.+1-%

."&.%*#9&-*'%14./#+;"%&(&+)&=)#%$#'14$2#'6  

K1=,1))%?BCDCF%.11A%&%'19#/"&.%*+,,#$#-.%3#$'3#2.+(#%&-*%3$131'#*%&%

21-'#$(&.+1-%1,%$#'14$2#'%91*#)%+-%/"+2"%"#%*#,+-#'%'.$#''%&'%L?&F%."#%."$#&.%1,%&%-#.%

)1''%1,%$#'14$2#':%?=F%."#%-#.%)1''%1,%$#'14$2#':%1$%?2F%&%)&2A%1,%$#'14$2#%;&+-%

,1))1/+-;%."#%+-(#'.9#-.%1,%$#'14$2#'6M%!"+'%91*#)%&''#$.'%."&.%$&."#$%."&-%."#%

3$#'#-2#%1,%'.$#''%"+-;+-;%1-%."#%3#$2#3.+1-%1,%&-%+9=&)&-2#%=#./##-%*#9&-*'%&-*%

$#'14$2#'N%+.%*#3#-*'%1-%."#%31.#-.+&)%1$%&2.4&)%)1''%1,%$#'14$2#'6%@+A#%."#%

.$&-'&2.+1-&)%91*#):%."#%21-'#$(&.+1-%1,%$#'14$2#'%91*#)%&)'1%.&A#'%+-.1%&2214-.%

#-(+$1-9#-.&)%,&2.1$'6%O&."#$%."&-%."#%3#$'1-P#-(+$1-9#-.%+-.#$&2.+1-:%"1/#(#$:%+.%

,124'#'%1-%#-(+$1-9#-.&)%1$%'+.4&.+1-&)%,&2.1$'%&'%31.#-.+&)%."$#&.'%.1%&%3#$'1->'%
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&(&+)&=)#%$#'14$2#'6%H%'.$#''%$#'31-'#%1224$'%-1.%/"#-%*#9&-*'%&-*%$#'14$2#'%&$#%

+9=&)&-2#*:%=4.%/"#-%&-%+-*+(+*4&)%3#$2#+(#'%&%."$#&.%.1%"+'I"#$%$#'14$2#'%1$%

#83#$+#-2#'%&%)1''%1,%$#'14$2#'6%Q-%2193&$+-;%."#%./1%91*#)':%+.%+'%+931$.&-.%.1%-1.#%

."#%#93"&'+'%."&.%=1."%3)&2#%1-%."#%$1)#%1,%$#'14$2#'%+-%3$#(#-.+-;%1$%&))#(+&.+-;%

'.$#''6 

To clarify, the transactional model proposed by Lazarus and Folkman (1984) 

focuses on an individual’s appraisal of demands versus resources. Their model proposes 

that as long as resources outweigh demands (no matter what the demands), a person will 

not feel stressed. An extreme example of this would be someone who is in a car accident. 

The transactional model says that as long as an individual’s resources, whether financial, 

psychological, or otherwise, are greater than the demands presented by the accident, s/he 

will not feel stressed by the event. Hobfoll’s conservation of resources model, however, 

suggests that even if an individual has the resources to manage the demands presented by 

the car accident, s/he will still feel stressed because the accident posed a potential loss to 

those resources. Hobfoll’s approach implies that the transactional model is too subjective 

in this case. 

R193$#"#-'+(#%91*#)'%1,%'.$#''%&-*%213+-;%'42"%&'%."1'#%3$131'#*%=0%

@&5&$4', Folkman,%&-*%K1=,1))%.03+2&))0%*1%-1.%#93"&'+5#%."#%$1)#%1,%$#)+;14'%213+-;:%

=4.%$#'#&$2"#$'%"&(#%34.%,1$/&$*%&%-49=#$%1,%31.#-.+&)%9#2"&-+'9'%."&.%9&0%

#83)&+-%$#)+;+1->'%+-,)4#-2#%+-%."#%213+-;%3$12#''6%Q-%"+'%BCCS%$#(+#/%1,%$#)+;+1-%&-*%

213+-;:%T&$;&9#-.%&$;4#'%."&.%3#13)#%$&$#)0%219#%.1%."#%213+-;%3$12#''%#93.0P

"&-*#*6%K#%9&A#'%."#%2&'#%."&.%#(#$01-#%#-.#$'%."#%3$12#''%/+."%&%;#-#$&)%

1$+#-.+-;%'0'.#9%1,%$#'14$2#'%&-*%=4$*#-'%."&.%+-,)4#-2#'%."#%3&$.+24)&$%/&0'%+-%
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/"+2"%."#0%+-.#$3$#.%&-*%"&-*)#%'.$#'',4)%'+.4&.+1-'6%71$%."1'#%/+."%&%'.$1-;%'#-'#%

1,%$#)+;+14'%,&+.":%$#)+;+1-%+'%&%3$+9&$0%1$+#-.+-;%'0'.#96%71$%#8&93)#:%21))#;#%

'.4*#-.'%/"1%+*#-.+,0%&'%$#)+;+14'%&$#%)+A#)0%.1%4'#%."#+$%$#)+;+1-%&'%&%/&0%.1%9&A#%

'#-'#%1,%."#%/1$)*%&$14-*%."#9N%."#0%9&0%+-.#$3$#.%&%;11*%;$&*#%&'%&%=)#''+-;%,$19%

U1*%1$%&%/##A%1,%9+*.#$9'%&'%&%2"&))#-;#%U1*%"&'%3)&2#*%+-%,$1-.%1,%."#96%!"+'%

3$131'+.+1-%,+.'%/#))%/+."%."#%.$&-'&2.+1-&)%91*#)%1,%'.$#''%=#2&4'#%&'%@&5&$4'%&-*%

71)A9&-%?BCDEF%#83)&+-#*:%."#%<4*;9#-.%."&.%'19#."+-;%+'%'.$#'',4)%"+-;#'%1-%

21;-+.+(#%&33$&+'&):%&-*%&'%T&$;&9#-.%?BCCSF%*#'2$+=#*:%$#)+;+1-%1,,#$'%&%,$&9#/1$A%

/+."%/"+2"%.1%9&A#%."&.%&33$&+'&)6 When faced with the stress of losing a job, a 

religious person may consider the demands of losing that job versus the resources 

available to deal with that loss differently than a non-religious person. For instance, a 

non-religious person may recognize that s/he does not have enough resources to deal with 

the loss and experience a stress response, whereas a religious person’s appraisal is likely 

to be influenced by his/her religion. More specifically, a person who identifies as 

religious may be more likely to view the job loss as a challenge from God, and approach 

the accompanying demands with more confidence than if the faith in God were not there. 

V"+)#%T&$;&9#-., Ano, and Wachholtz%?WXXYFZ'%(+#/'%1-%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%&$#%

;#-#$&))0%21-'+'.#-.%/+."%."#%91*#)%*#'2$+=#*%=0%71)A9&-%&-*%@&5&$4':%."#+$%(+#/%

."&.%$#)+;+1-%+'%&%21-'#$(&.+1-&)%,1$2#%+-%213+-;%+'%91$#%+-%)+-#%/+."%."#%91*#)%

K1=,1))%?BCDCF%3$131'#*6%!"#%=&'+2%.#-#.%1,%."#%21-'#$(&.+1-%1,%$#'14$2#'%91*#)%&'%

)&+*%14.%=0%K1=,1))%?BCDCF%+'%."&.%L3#13)#%'.$+(#%.1%$#.&+-:%3$1.#2.:%&-*%=4+)*%

$#'14$2#'M%&-*%(+#/%&-0%."$#&.%.1%."1'#%$#'14$2#'%&'%'.$#'',4)6%T&$;&9#-. et al. 

?WXXYF%9&A#%."#%2&'#%."&.%+-%."+'%21-'#$(&.+1-&)%3$12#'':%$#)+;+1-%+'%&-%+-*+(+*4&)>'%
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&..#93.%.1%"1)*%1-.1%1$%'4'.&+-%."#%'#-'#%1,%9#&-+-;:%21-.$1):%219,1$.:%#.26%+-%."#%

9+*'.%1,%'.$#'',4)%#(#-.'6%71$%+-'.&-2#:%9&-0%3#13)#%.4$-%.1%."#+$%$#)+;+1-%&'%&%'14$2#%

1,%'12+&)%&-*I1$%'3+$+.4&)%'4331$.N%$#)+;+14'%21994-+.+#'%1,,#$%&%/&0%,1$%+-*+(+*4&)'%

.1%=4+)*%&-*%9&+-.&+-%&%-#./1$A%1,%3#13)#%/"1%'"&$#%."#+$%(+#/'%&-*%/"1%2&-%1,,#$%

219,1$.%&-*%'4331$.%+-%.+9#'%1,%'.$#''6%H..#-*+-;%$#)+;+14'%'#$(+2#'%2&-%&)'1%=#%

21-'+*#$#*%&%/&0%."&.%+-*+(+*4&)'%&$#%&=)#%.1%'4'.&+-%."#%'#-'#%1,%9#&-+-;%+-%."#+$%

)+(#'6%R1))#;#%'.4*#-.'%&/&0%,$19%"19#%,1$%."#%,+$'.%.+9#:%,1$%#8&93)#:%9&0%.4$-%.1%

$#)+;+14'%1$;&-+5&.+1-'%1-%2&934'%,1$%'4331$.%*4$+-;%."#+$%.$&-'+.+1-%.1%4-+(#$'+.0%

)+,#6  

Given the many different approaches to defining stress (Cannon, 1936; Hobfoll, 

1989; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Sapolsky, 2007), it is important to make clear how 

stress is measured in any given context. One way that researchers have measured stress is 

from an environmental and coping resources perspective. For example, McCarthy, 

Lambert, O’Donnell, and Melendres (2009) examined teacher stress by comparing 

teachers’ perceptions of demands being placed on them to their perception of available 

resources.  

The idea behind this approach is based on Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) 

transactional model of stress that says when individuals perceive demands to outweigh 

available resources; they are likely to feel stressed. McCarthy et al. (2009) used this 

approach to measuring stress as a way to predict occupational burnout in teachers. 

The initial iteration of the transactional model of stress and coping proposed by 

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) states that individuals are constantly appraising their 

environment for potential stressors. When something is perceived as stressful (either as a 
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threat, challenge, or harm), a coping response follows in which either emotion-focused 

coping is employed to manage feelings of distress or problem-focused coping is 

employed to directly deal with the stressor. This approach states that if an individual 

experiences a favorable response due to coping strategies that are employed, s/he will 

experience a positive emotion. However, if there is an unfavorable response to the coping 

strategies employed, the individual will experience distress and return to the appraisal 

stage of the process. The model in its original form is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Original stress and coping model (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). 

 In her 1997 examination of positive psychological states and coping with severe 

stress, however, Folkman found that the model proposed above did not account for 

positive psychological states experienced in the absence of a favorable resolution of a 

stressor. She found that partners of men with AIDS reported similar levels of positive and 

negative psychological states throughout care giving and bereavement, even though the 

aversive conditions related to care giving and bereavement never ceased. Previous 

research has tended to focus on negative emotions in the coping process, but Folkman 

(1997) argued that since positive emotions seem to be present throughout the coping 

process, not merely after a favorable outcome, the theoretical model of coping should be 
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modified to reflect that. Her proposed modifications to the model are illustrated in Figure 

2. 

 

Figure 2. Revised stress and coping model, (Folkman, 2008, adapted from Folkman 

1997). 

 This revised model suggests that unfavorable outcomes may sometimes lead to 

meaning-based coping strategies such as positive reappraisal which can produce positive 

psychological states that help individuals remain engaged in the coping process or restore 

their resources and lead them to re-engage in the appraisal process. This model also takes 

a first step in incorporating the role of religion and/or spirituality in the coping process. In 

the context of the Folkman’s (1997) proposed revisions, an individual may, in the face of 

an unfavorable response to his/her initial attempt at coping, activate his/her spiritual 

beliefs as a way to find new meaning in the stressful situation. This approach can help 

individuals remain engaged in the coping process or prompt them to reappraise the 
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circumstances and energize them to refocus their efforts on emotion- or problem-focused 

coping strategies. 

It is important to note that when considering the role of religion in coping with 

stress, it is possible to define it either in terms of resources in the coping process or as 

strategies used to cope with stress. The following section will explain the difference 

between the two conceptualizations.  

Resources versus Strategies in Coping  

H'%*#'2$+=#*%&=1(#:%$#)+;+1-%"&'%=##-%21-2#3.4&)+5#*%&'%&%$#'14$2#%+-%."#%

213+-;%3$12#''6%[19#%1."#$%#8&93)#'%1,%$#'14$2#'%+-2)4*#%'4331$.+(#%'12+&)%

-#./1$A'%'42"%&'%,&9+)0%&-*%,$+#-*':%."#%&=+)+.0%.1%#83$#''%&%$&-;#%1,%&,,#2.%$&."#$%

."&-%'433$#''+-;%+.:%&-*%."#%&=+)+.0%.1%9&+-.&+-%&%31'+.+(#%14.)11A%&=14.%)+,#6%%

O#)+;+1-%"&'%&)'1%=##-%*#'2$+=#*%=0%$#'#&$2"#$'%&'%&%213+-;%'.$&.#;0:%1$%&%/&0 

3#13)#%213#%/+."%'.$#'' ?K&$$+'1-:%\1#-+;:%K&0':%J9#PHA/&$+:%]%T&$;&9#-.:%WXXBF6%

^."#$%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%+-2)4*#%."+-;'%)+A#%#8#$2+'#%1$%'##A+-;%3$1,#''+1-&)%"#)3%

'42"%&'%214-'#)+-;6% 

Q-%1$*#$%.1%*#)+-#&.#%=#./##-%$#'14$2#'%&-*%'.$&.#;+#':%+.%+'%-#2#''&$0%.1%

4-*#$'.&-*%."#%$#)&.+1-'"+3%=#./##-%."#96%Q.%2&-%=#%&$;4#*%."&.%/"+)#%."#%3$#'#-2#%

1,%&(&+)&=)#%$#'14$2#':%'42"%&'%$#)+;+14'%,&+.":%"&'%=##-%)+-A#*%.1%31'+.+(#%14.219#'%

)+A#%=#..#$%9#-.&)%"#&)."%&-*%'&.+',&2.+1-%/+."%)+,#%?J))+'1-:%BCCBF:%+.%+'%-1.%."#%

3$#'#-2#%1,%."#'#%$#'14$2#'%&)1-#%."&.%)#&*'%.1%31'+.+(#%14.219#'6%Q-'.#&*:%+.%+'%."#%

&(&+)&=+)+.0%1,%$#'14$2#'%."&.%)#&*'%+-*+(+*4&)'%.1%#-;&;#%+-%=#"&(+1$'%&+9#*%&.%

3$#(#-.+-;%&-*I1$%9+.+;&.+-;%'.$#''%+-%."#+$%)+(#'6%Q.%+'%."1'#%34$31'#,4)%=#"&(+1$'%

."&.%&$#%2)&''+,+#*%&'%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'6%V"#-%&%3#$'1-%"&'%&%/#&)."%1,%$#'14$2#':%
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'I"#%/+))%=#%91$#%)+A#)0%.1%#93)10%&*&3.+(#%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#':%1$%213+-;%=#"&(+1$'%

."&.%/+))%#,,#2.+(#)0%"#)3%9&-&;#%"+'I"#$%'.$#''6%V"#-%,&2#*%/+."%&%'.$#''1$%&.%&%.+9#%

/"#-%."#$#%&$#%)+9+.#*%$#'14$2#':%."&.%'&9#%3#$'1-%9&0%=#%91$#%)+A#)0%.1%#93)10%

9&)&*&3.+(#%1$%31.#-.+&))0%+-#,,#2.+(#%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%'42"%&'%&=4'+-;%*$4;'%1$%

&)21"1)6%A potential explanation for this comes from Sapolsky’s (2007) suggestion that 

the behavioral responses that are least adaptive in the long-run, such as drug or alcohol 

use, are sometimes the most effortless in the short-run. Someone with a wealth of 

resources (e.g. time, financial, social etc.) can more easily afford to expend the time and 

energy to engage in adaptive coping strategies such as exercising than someone who is 

lacking in resources. For example, a mother with a steady job and a stable marriage is 

more likely to have support when it comes to childcare, which in turn will make it more 

likely that she will be able to take some time to care for herself by exercising. 

!"#%A+-*%1,%$#'14$2#'%&-%+-*+(+*4&)%"&'%&(&+)&=)#%/"#-%,&2#*%/+."%&%'.$#''1$:%

/"#."#$%+.%+'%$#)+;+14'%,&+."%1$%."#%&=+)+.0%.1%9&+-.&+-%&%31'+.+(#%14.)11A:%9&0%

+-,)4#-2#%."#%21;-+.+(#%&33$&+'&)%3$12#''%*#'2$+=#*%=0%71)A9&-%&-*%@&5&$4'%?BCDEF6%

!"&.%&33$&+'&)%+-%.4$-%)+A#)0%+-,)4#-2#'%."#%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%."#%+-*+(+*4&)%*#2+*#'%

.1%#93)106%!"#%,1))1/+-;%'#2.+1-'%/+))%*#'2$+=#%."e%$#)&.+1-'"+3 between stressors, 

religion/religiosity, and coping strategies%+-%91$#%*#.&+)6  

Religion as a Resource in Coping  

!"#$#%+'%&%;$1/+-;%=1*0%1,%)+.#$&.4$#%1-%."#%$1)#%1,%$#)+;+1-%&-*%'3+$+.4&)+.0%+-%

"#&)."%&-*%/#))-#'':%&-*%3'02"1)1;+'.'%"&(#%$#21;-+5#*%."#%-##*%,1$%2)+-+2&))0%

$#)#(&-.%."#1$#.+2&)%,$&9#/1$A'%.1%,4$."#$%$#'#&$2"%&-*%3$&2.+2#%+-%."+'%&$#&%?K11*:%

[3+)A&:%K4-'=#$;#$:%]%U1$'42":%BCC_N%V1$."+-;.1-:%BCDCF6%`1$#%'3#2+,+2&))0:%
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$#'#&$2"%"&'%'"1/-%31'+.+(#%21$$#)&.+1-'%=#./##-%$#)+;+14'-#''%&-*%;$#&.#$%

"&33+-#'':%)+,#%'&.+',&2.+1-:%31'+.+(#%&,,#2.:%&-*%"+;"#$%91$&)#:%&-*%."#'#%14.219#'%

"&(#%1,.#-%=##-%'"1/-%.1%=#%$#)&.#*%.1%&%=#..#$%"#&)."%'.&.4'%1,%3#13)#%#83#$+#-2+-;%

=#$#&(#9#-.%1$%1."#$%)1''%?'##%\1#-+;:%`2R4))14;":%]%@&$'1-:%WXXB%,1$%$#(+#/F6  

These positive relationships lend credence to the idea that individuals who identify as 

religious possess something that allows them to be better able to manage difficult 

circumstances than those who do not identify as religious. In this way, religion can be 

identified as a resource that helps people in coping with stressful life events. As described 

in previous sections, religion likely influences the cognitive appraisal process described 

in the transactional model of stress (Folkman & Lazarus, 1984). For those who identify as 

religious, this resource likely leads them to choose certain coping strategies over others, 

allowing them to be better able to cope under similar circumstances than others.  

!"#%31'+.+(#%$#)&.+1-'"+3%=#./##-%$#)+;+1-%&-*%9#-.&)%"#&).":%"1/#(#$:%+'%

)&$;#)0%*#3#-*#-.%1-%&%3#$'1->'%.03#%1,%$#)+;+1'+.06%O1''%?BCYXF%*+'.+-;4+'"#*%

=#./##-%./1%.03#'%1,%$#)+;+1'+.0:%#8.$+-'+2%&-*%+-.$+-'+26%K#%*#,+-#*%#8.$+-'+2%&'3#2.'%

1,%$#)+;+14'%)+,#%&'%."#%4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%.1%&2"+#(#%'19#%1."#$%4).+9&.#%;1&):%1$%&'%&%

9#&-'%.1%'19#%1."#$%#-*6%J8.$+-'+2%$#)+;+14'%=#"&(+1$'%.#-*%.1%=#%*$+(#-%=0%&-8+#.0:%

;4+).:%1$%'19#%1."#$%#8.#$-&)%3$#''4$#'%?T&$;&9#-.:%BCCSF6%O1''%?BCYXF%*#,+-#*%

+-.$+-'+2%&'3#2.'%1,%$#)+;+14'%)+,#%&'%,124'+-;%1-%&%$#)&.+1-'"+3%/+."%&%.$&-'2#-*#-.%

=#+-;%&-*%&%'#-'#%."&.%34$'4+.%1,%."#%'&2$#*%+'%."#%,124'%1,%4).+9&.#%21-2#$-6%

T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%?BCCWF%,14-*%."&.%+-.$+-'+2&))0%$#)+;+14'%3#13)#%&$#%91$#%)+A#)0%."&-%

."#+$%#8.$+-'+2&))0%$#)+;+14'%214-.#$3&$.'%.1%3#$2#+(#%&-%1331$.4-+.0%,1$%3#$'1-&)%

;$1/."%+-%."#+$%&33$&+'&)%1,%'.$#'',4)%2+$249'.&-2#'6%Q-.$+-'+2&))0%$#)+;+14'%
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+-*+(+*4&)'%'##9%91$#%)+A#)0%.1%=#%&=)#%.1%,+-*%9#&-+-;%+-%'.$#'',4)%'+.4&.+1-':%/"+2"%

9&0%#83)&+-%."#%=#..#$%"#&)."%14.219#'%'"1/-%,1$%."#%+-.$+-'+2&))0%$#)+;+14'%?U&))%#.%

&)6:%WXXYF6%Q-%."#%/1$*'%1,%H))31$.%&-*%O1''%?BC_SF:%L."#%#8.$+-'+2&))0%91.+(&.#*%

3#$'1-%4'#'%"+'%$#)+;+1-%/"#$#&'%."#%+-.$+-'+2&))0%91.+(&.#*%)+(#'%"+'%$#)+;+1-:M%

?36EaEF6%O#'#&$2"%"&'%'"1/-%."&.%."1'#%/"1%&$#%+-.$+-'+2&))0%$#)+;+14'%.#-*%.1%"&(#%

=#..#$%9#-.&)%"#&)."%."&-%."1'#%/"1%&$#%#8.$+-'+2&))0%$#)+;+14'%?\1#-+;:%`2R4))14;":%

]%@&$'1-:%WXXBF6   

`42"%1,%."#%/1$A%.1%*&.#%+-(#'.+;&.+-;%$#)+;+1-%&-*%3"0'+2&)I9#-.&)%"#&)."%

"&'%#8&9+-#*%."#%$#)&.+1-'"+3%=#./##-%'19#%&'3#2.%1,%&%3#$'1->'%$#)+;+14'-#''%1$%

$#)+;+1'+.0%&-*%(&$+14'%3"0'+2&)%&-*%3'02"1)1;+2&)%14.219#'%=&'#*%'1)#)0%1-%."#%,&2.%

."&.%."#%3#$'1-%+*#-.+,+#'%&'%$#)+;+14' ?b&"$%]%K&$(#0:%BCSCN%["#$A&.%]%O##*:%BCCWF:%

&-*%/"+)#%/1$A%+-%."+'%&$#&%"&'%*#91-'.$&.#*%9+8#*%,+-*+-;':%91'.%'.4*+#'%"&(#%

'"1/-%&%31'+.+(#%$#)&.+1-'"+3%=#./##-%$#)+;+14'-#''%&-*%'42"%14.219#'%&'%3"0'+2&)%

"#&).":%9#-.&)%"#&).":%&-*%'#),P#'.##9%?[#0=1)*%]%K+)):%WXXBF6  

`1$#%'3#2+,+2&))0:%K&$$+'1-%#.%&)6%?WXXBF%$#31$.#*%."&.%positive $#)+;+14'%

&2.+(+.+#'%'42"%&'%'##A+-;%21-;$#;&.+1-&)%'4331$. and%31'+.+(#)0%$#,$&9+-;%'.$#'',4)%

#(#-.'%"&(#%=##-%)+-A#*%.1%31'+.+(#%14.219#'%)+A#%=#..#$%3"0'+2&)%&-*%9#-.&)%"#&)."6%

T"+-;'%)+A#%*+'21-.#-.%/+."%U1*%1$%21-;$#;&.+1-'%&-*%-#;&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%

$#&33$&+'&)'%1,%'.$#'',4)%#(#-.':%#6;6:%$#,$&9+-;%&%'.$#''1$%&'%&%34-+'"9#-.%,$19%U1*:%

"&(#%=##-%)+-A#*%.1%"#&)."%$+'A'6%Further, in their initial validation of a religious coping 

measure, the RCOPE, T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%(2000) found the use of negative religious coping 

methods to be tied to poorer physical and mental health in a college student sample while 

use of positive religious coping methods was tied to stress-related growth in the college 
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student sample as well as a hospital sample. G#;&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%&$#%

."1'#%."&.%&$#%+-%#''#-2#:%+-#,,#2.+(#%+-%"#)3+-;%3#13)#%213#%/+."%'.$#''6 The 

difference between positive and negative coping strategies will be further clarified in the 

following section. Q.%'##9'%."#%9+8#*%,+-*+-;'%may be%&%.#'.&9#-.%.1%."#%*+,,#$#-.%

.03#'%1,%$#)+;+1'+.0%?+-.$+-'+2%&-*%#8.$+-'+2F%14.)+-#*%=0%H))31$.%?BCYXF%&-*%."#%

,&+)4$#%1,%$#'#&$2"#$'%.1%&2A-1/)#*;#%."#+$%(&$+&=)#%+-,)4#-2#'%1-%14.219#'%)+A#%

3"0'+2&)%&-*%9#-.&)%"#&)."6%74$."#$:%9&-0%1,%."#%'.4*+#'%+-2)4*#%$#)+;+1'+.0%&'%&%

*+2"1.1914'%(&$+&=)#:%,&+)+-;%.1%&2A-1/)#*;#%."&.%."#$#%&$#%(&$0+-;%types%1,%

$#)+;+1'+.06% 

U+(#-%."&.%$#)+;+1'+.0%+'%&%2193)#8%&-*%21-.+-414'%(&$+&=)#:%+.%*1#'%-1.%9&A#%

'#-'#%.1%9#&'4$#%+.%+-%&%2&.#;1$+2&)%,&'"+1-6%T)&-.#%&-*%b122&22+-+%?BCCSF%

$#21;-+5#*%."+'%;&3%+-%."#%)+.#$&.4$#:%&-*%+-%&-%#,,1$.%.1%,+))%+.:%*#(#)13#*%&%

c4#'.+1--&+$#%*#'+;-#*%.1%9#&'4$#%'.$#-;."%1,%$#)+;+14'%,&+."%1-%&%21-.+-4496%!"#%

[&-.&%R)&$&%[.$#-;."%1,%O#)+;+14'%7&+."%d4#'.+1--&+$#%+'%&%=$+#,%'2&)#%."&.%&''#''#'%

."#%'.$#-;."%1,%&%3#$'1->'%,&+.":%$#;&$*)#''%1,%$#)+;+14'%1$+#-.&.+1-6%!"#%+.#9'%&''#''%

&%3#$'1->'%)#(#)%1,%+-.$+-'+2%$#)+;+1'+.0%?QOF:%&'%."+'%+'%."#%*+9#-'+1-%."&.%"&'%=##-%

91'.%21-'+'.#-.)0%)+-A#*%.1%31'+.+(#%14.219#'%?\1#-+;%#.%&)6:%WXXBF6  

Q-%&%$#(+#/%1,%BaC%'.4*+#'%4.+)+5+-;%9#&'4$#'%*#'+;-#*%.1%&''#''%*+9#-'+1-'%

1,%$#)+;+14'%2199+.9#-.:%@&$'1-%#.%&)6%?BCCWF%,14-*%."&.%1,%."1'#%."&.%$#31$.#*%&-0%

&''12+&.+1-:%&%9&<1$+.0%$#31$.#*%&%31'+.+(#%$#)&.+1-'"+3%=#./##-%#8.#-.%1,%$#)+;+14'%

2199+.9#-.%&-*%9#-.&)%"#&)."6%O#'#&$2"%"&'%&)'1%'"1/-%."&.%+-*+(+*4&)'%/+."%

'.$1-;%$#)+;+14'%,&+."%$#31$.%;$#&.#$%'&.+',&2.+1-%/+."%)+,#%&-*%;$#&.#$%)#(#)'%1,%

3#$'1-&)%"&33+-#''%?J))+'1-:%BCCBF6%K+;"%)#(#)'%1,%/#))P=#+-;%&-*%)+,#%'&.+',&2.+1-:%+-%
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.4$-:%&$#%1,.#-%$#)&.#*%.1%&%=#..#$%"#&)."%'.&.4'%1,%3#13)#%?\1#-+;%#.%&)6:%WXXBF6%

\1#-+;%#.%&)6%?WXXBF%&)'1%,14-*%."&.%$#)+;+14'%+-(1)(#9#-.%3)&0'%&-%+931$.&-.%$1)#%+-%

"#)3+-;%3#13)#%213#%/+."%."#%#,,#2.'%1,%'.$#'',4)%)+,#%#(#-.'6  

Further, it can be argued that in addition to helping people cope with the effects of 

stressful circumstances, religious involvement can also help mitigate potential sources of 

stress before they become harmful. In this way, religion may act as a preventive coping 

resource in that it leads individuals to engage in activities that will naturally reduce their 

perceived levels of stress before the stress becomes unmanageable or harmful to their 

wellbeing. For example, maintaining a connection to a religious community likely leads 

individuals to communicate about their stressors instead of bottling up their emotions 

until they become overwhelming. 

H)."14;"%+-.$+-'+2%$#)+;+1'+.0%"&'%21-'+'.#-.)0%=##-%)+-A#*%.1%31'+.+(#%

14.219#'%'42"%&'%=#..#$%3"0'+2&)%&-*%9#-.&)%"#&).":%."#%c4#'.+1-%'.+))%$#9&+-'%

/"#."#$%$#)+;+14'%,&+."%+.'#),%+'%)#&*+-;%.1%31'+.+(#%14.219#':%1$%."#%,&+."%+'%

+-,)4#-2+-;%&%."+$*%(&$+&=)#%'42"%&'%213+-;%=#"&(+1$':%/"+2"%+-%.4$-%)#&*'%.1%31'+.+(#%

14.219#'6  

Religion as a Coping Strategy  

O#)+;+14'%213+-;%"&'%=##-%*#,+-#*%&'%."#%4'#%1,%21;-+.+(#%1$%=#"&(+1$&)%

.#2"-+c4#'%+-%.+9#'%1,%'.$#''%."&.%&$+'#%,$19%1-#>'%$#)+;+14'%1$%'3+$+.4&)%=#)+#,'%?!+8%]%

7$&5+#$:%BCCDF6%[19#%#8&93)#'%1,%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%&$#%3$&0#$:%'##A+-;%

'4331$.%,$19%U1*%1$%2)#$;0%9#9=#$':%21-,#''+-;%1-#>'%'+-':%&-*%#-;&;+-;%+-%

$#)+;+14'%&2.+(+.+#'%.1%'"+,.%,124'%,$19%."#%'.$#''1$%?T&$;&9#-. et al. WXXXF6  
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`42"%1,%."#%)+.#$&.4$#%#8&9+-#'%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%,$19%&%91$#%;#-#$&):%

*+'31'+.+1-&)%3#$'3#2.+(#%?+6#6%."$14;"%'+-;)#%+.#9%9#&'4$#'%1,%$#)+;+1'+.0:%

*#.#$9+-#*%=0%,&2.1$'%'42"%&'%2"4$2"%&..#-*&-2#F:%/"+2"%1(#$'+93)+,+#'%."#%

21-'.$42.%1,%$#)+;+1-:%)#&*+-;%.1%&%)&2A%1,%A-1/)#*;#%&=14.%"1/%$#)+;+1-%13#$&.#'%+-%

*&+)0%)+,#:%#'3#2+&))0%+-%'.$#'',4)%'+.4&.+1-'6%!"+'%&33$1&2"%+'%3$1=)#9&.+2%=#2&4'#%+.%

9#&-'%."&.%+-,1$9&.+1-%&=14.%$#)+;+1'+.0%+'%4'#*%.1%*$&/%21-2)4'+1-'%&=14.%$#)+;+14'%

213+-;6%!"#$#%"&'%=##-%&%91(#%.1%2"&-;#%."+'%3$&2.+2#:%"1/#(#$6%T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%

?WXXXF%#93"&'+5#*%."#%-##*%,1$%&%."#1$#.+2&))0%=&'#*%9#&'4$#%1,%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%

;$14-*#*%+-%&%,4-2.+1-&)%(+#/%1,%$#)+;+1-%&-*%."#%$1)#'%+.%3)&0'%+-%213+-;6%They 

stressed the importance of not only assessing how much of a role religion plays in coping, 

but also the need to understand how people use religion to cope. 

Religion and the Transactional Model of Stress and Coping   

 The most recent model of the transactional model of stress and coping, shown 

previously in Figure 2, is one of the first to incorporate the role religious and/or spiritual 

beliefs can play in the coping process. In an effort to unify existing efforts to examine the 

relationships between religion and spirituality, coping, and health outcomes, Gall and 

colleagues (2005) advised of the need for a conceptual model that can guide empirical 

inquiries into the role religion and spirituality play in the coping process. Following 

Pargament’s (1997) lead in using the transactional model of stress and coping as a way to 

develop understanding of religion’s role in the coping process, Gall et al. (2005) propose 

using Folkman’s (1997) version of the model as a framework from which to organize and 

understand the diverse literature in the area. The proposed model is illustrated in Figure 

3. 
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 Because the model is referred to as the spiritual framework of coping, the rest of 

this section will use the term spirituality in the place of religion and spirituality, for ease 

of communication. As can be seen in the model, Gall and colleagues believe that 

spirituality can function at multiple levels of the process at any given moment. For 

example, at the appraisal level, an individual’s spiritual beliefs are likely to influence 

how s/he makes sense of and ultimately appraises the environment. As Pargament (1997) 

suggested, spirituality offers a framework for cognitive appraisal in the coping process. 

Much like spirituality likely influences the appraisal process, the coping strategies an 

individual ultimately employs are more likely to fall within the realm of spiritual 

(religious) coping strategies if s/he identifies as spiritual. 
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Figure 3. The spiritual framework of coping, an adaptation of the transactional model 

(Gall et al., 2005) 

 Gall et al. (2005) also made the case that spiritual connections, whether to nature 

or other individuals in the community, serve as resources in the coping process. The type 

of appraisal or coping strategies employed can serve to strengthen these connections, 

which in turn can serve to energize and motivate individuals to re-engage in the coping 
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process when faced with chronic or prolonged stress. Further, they suggested the positive 

emotions that may be generated as a result of cognitive reappraisal during meaning-

focused coping efforts (see Figure 2) are linked to the positive health outcomes that have 

been shown in studies of religious coping behaviors. 

Religion has been found to serve many different functions in coping, e.g. 

reduction of anxiety, finding of meaning (Park & Folkman, 1997), and personal growth 

(Park & Cohen, 1993). Religion can also provide necessary structure to people’s lives 

and offers a means with which to build a social support network. Further, it is known to 

manifest in a variety of ways in the coping process, e.g., karma, spiritual healing, 

pilgrimage (Pargament et al., 2005), and as can be seen in Figure 3, it often manifests at 

multiple levels of the coping process. 

Previous Attempts to Measure Religious Coping  

Q-%."#+$%*#(#)139#-.%&-*%+-+.+&)%(&)+*&.+1-%1, one of the most widely used 

measures in the field, a theoretically based%9#&'4$# called%."#%Religious Coping Scale 

(OR^TJ):%T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%?WXXXF%+*#-.+,+#*%,+(#%9&<1$%,4-2.+1-'%1,%$#)+;+1-%&-*%

*#,+-#*%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%9#."1*'%/+."%$#'3#2.%.1%#&2"%,4-2.+1-e%9#&-+-;:%21-.$1):%

219,1$.I'3+$+.4&)+.0:%+-.+9&20I'3+$+.4&)+.0:%&-*%)+,#%.$&-',1$9&.+1-6%`#&-+-;%$#,#$'%

.1%."#%4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%.1%,+-*%9#&-+-;%+-%."#%,&2#%1,%'4,,#$+-;%1$%."#%4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%&'%

&%,$&9#/1$A%/+."%/"+2"%.1%4-*#$'.&-*%&-*%+-.#$3$#.%)+,#%#(#-.'6%H-%#8&93)#%1,%."+'%

+'%=#-#(1)#-.%$#)+;+14'%$#&33$&+'&):%1$%$#*#,+-+-;%."#%'.$#''1$%."$14;"%$#)+;+1-%&'%

=#-#(1)#-.%&-*%31.#-.+&))0%=#-#,+2+&)6%R1-.$1)%$#,#$'%.1%."#%4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%&'%&%/&0%

.1%;&+-%21-.$1)%1$%9&'.#$0%+-%."#%,&2#%1,%#(#-.'%."&.%9&0%34'"%+-*+(+*4&)'%=#01-*%

."#+$%$#'14$2#'6%H-%#8&93)#%1,%."+'%+'%21))&=1$&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;:%1$%'##A+-;%
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21-.$1)%."$14;"%&%3&$.-#$'"+3%/+."%U1*%+-%3$1=)#9P'1)(+-;6%R19,1$.%$#,#$'%.1%."#%

4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%.1%$#*42#%&33$#"#-'+1-%&=14.%)+(+-;%+-%&-%4-3$#*+2.&=)#%/1$)*:%&-*%

'3+$+.4&)+.0%$#,#$'%.1%."#%*#'+$#%.1%21--#2.%/+."%&%,1$2#%;$#&.#$%."&-%1-#'#),6%

J8&93)#'%1,%."+'%&$#%$#)+;+14'%,124':%1$%#-;&;+-;%+-%$#)+;+14'%&2.+(+.+#'%.1%.&A#%,124'%

1,,%."#%'.$#''1$%&-*%'#&$2"+-;%,1$%219,1$.%."$14;"%U1*>'%)1(#%&-*%2&$#6%

Q-.+9&20I'3+$+.4&)+.0%$#,#$'%.1%."#%4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%.1%,1'.#$%+-.+9&20%/+."%1."#$'%&'%

/#))%&'%2)1'#-#''%.1%&%"+;"#$%31/#$%."$14;"%'3+$+.4&)%9#."1*'6%H-%#8&93)#%1,%."+'%+'%

'##A+-;%'4331$.%,$19%2)#$;0%1$%9#9=#$'6%7+-&))0:%)+,#%.$&-',1$9&.+1-%$#,#$'%.1%."#%

4'#%1,%$#)+;+1-%&'%&%/&0%.1%&''+'.%+-%9&A+-;%9&<1$%)+,#%.$&-',1$9&.+1-'N%,1$%+-'.&-2#:%

,+-*+-;%-#/%'14$2#'%1,%'+;-+,+2&-2#%.1%$#3)&2#%1)*%1=<#2.'%1,%(&)4#6%H-%#8&93)#%1,%

."+'%+'%4'+-;%$#)+;+1-%.1%"#)3%'"+,.%,$19%&-;#$:%"4$.:%#.26:%1$%91$#%'3#2+,+2&))0:%'##A+-;%

"#)3%,$19%&%"+;"#$%31/#$%+-%)#..+-;%;1%1,%-#;&.+(#%#91.+1-'6  

!"#%OR^TJ%+'%&%9#&'4$#%."&.%&+9'%.1%2193$#"#-'+(#)0%&''#''%."#%9&-0%

9#."1*'%1,%$#)+;+14'%213+-;N%+.%+-2)4*#'%&2.+(#:%3&''+(#:%&-*%+-.#$&2.+(#%213+-;%

9#."1*'%&'%/#))%&'%=1."%3$1=)#9P,124'#*%&-*%#91.+1-P,124'#*%'.$&.#;+#'6%Q.%&)'1%

+-2)4*#'%/"&.%T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%?WXXXF%+*#-.+,0%&'%31'+.+(#%&-*%-#;&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%

213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'6%T1'+.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%&$#%."1'#%."&.%#,,#2.+(#)0%"#)3%

3#13)#%9&-&;#%."#+$%'.$#''6%!"#'#%&$#%."#%'.$&.#;+#'%."&.%"#)3%3#13)#%,##)%)#''%'.$#''%

+-%."#%,&2#%1,%&%2$+'+'6%[19#%#8&93)#'%1,%31'+.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#'%&$#%

'##A+-;%'.$#-;."%&-*%'4331$.%,$19%U1*%&-*%$#*#,+-+-;%&%'.$#''1$%&'%&-%1331$.4-+.0%

,1$%;$1/."6%G#;&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'.$&.#;+#':%1-%."#%1."#$%"&-*:%&$#%."1'#%."&.%

&$#%+-%#''#-2#:%+-#,,#2.+(#%+-%"#)3+-;%3#13)#%213#%/+."%'.$#''6%!"#0%&$#%31.#-.+&))0%

*0',4-2.+1-&)%'.$&.#;+#'%."&.%9&0%&2.4&))0%2&4'#%3#13)#%.1%#83#$+#-2#%91$#%*+'.$#''%
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+-%."#%,&2#%1,%&%2$+'+'%?T&$;&9#-.:%BCCSF6%[19#%#8&93)#'%1,%-#;&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%

'.$&.#;+#'%&$#%$#*#,+-+-;%."#%'.$#''1$%&'%&%34-+'"9#-.%,$19%U1*%&-*%*#91-+2%

$#&33$&+'&)%?&..$+=4.+-;%."#%'.$#''1$%.1%&-%&2.%1,%."#%*#(+)F6 Q-%."#+$%+-+.+&)%(&)+*&.+1-%

1,%."#%OR^TJ:%T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%?WXXXF%,14-*%."#%4'#%1,%-#;&.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%

9#."1*'%.1%=#%.+#*%.1%311$#$%3"0'+2&)%&-*%9#-.&)%"#&)."%+-%&%21))#;#%'.4*#-.%'&93)#%

/"+)#%4'#%1,%31'+.+(#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%9#."1*'%/&'%.+#*%.1%'.$#''P$#)&.#*%;$1/."%+-%

."#%21))#;#%'.4*#-.%'&93)#%&'%/#))%&'%&%"1'3+.&)%'&93)#6  

V"#-%&-%+-*+(+*4&)%#-*1$'#'%#-;&;#9#-.%+-%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%=#"&(+1$':%+.%+'%

;#-#$&))0%=#2&4'#%'I"#%+'%&%$#)+;+14'%3#$'1-6%H%3#$'1-%/"1%*1#'%-1.%=#)+#(#%+-%."#%

#8+'.#-2#%1,%U1*%1$%&%"+;"#$%31/#$%+'%-1.%)+A#)0%.1%#93)10%&%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'.$&.#;0%

)+A#%3$&0#$%+-%."#%,&2#%1,%&%'.$#'',4)%#(#-.6 T&$;&9#-.%?BCCSF%'4;;#'.#*%."&.%

$#)+;+14'%+-*+(+*4&)'%.#-*%.1%+-21$31$&.#%."#+$%=#)+#,'%+-.1%."#+$%213+-;%$#'31-'#':%'1%

+.%,1))1/'%."&.%."#%'.$&.#;+#'%."#0%4.+)+5#%/14)*%=#%$#)+;+14'%+-%-&.4$#6 

While the RCOPE is one of the most widely used and cited measures of religious 

coping in the literature, there are several other measures that have been developed for use 

in non-Christian populations. 

H-1."#$%#8&93)#%1,%&%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'2&)#%+'%."#%K+-*4%O#)+;+14'%R13+-;%

[2&)#%?!&$&A#'"/&$:%T&$;&9#-.:%]%`&"1-#0:%WXXaF6%!"$14;"%c4&)+.&.+(#%+-.#$(+#/':%

."#%$#'#&$2"#$'%,14-*%."&.%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%,1$%K+-*4'%'#$(#'%."#%'&9#%,+(#%9&+-%

,4-2.+1-'%&'%,1$%R"$+'.+&-'e%9#&-+-;:%21-.$1):%219,1$.I'3+$+.4&)+.0:%

+-.+9&20I'3+$+.4&)+.0:%&-*%)+,#%.$&-',1$9&.+1-%?T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6:%WXXXF6%O#'4).'%,$19%

."#%c4&)+.&.+(#%+-.#$(+#/':%+-%21-<4-2.+1-%/+."%$#)#(&-.%+.#9'%,$19%#8+'.+-;%$#)+;+14'%

213+-;%c4#'.+1--&+$#':%/#$#%4'#*%.1%*#(#)13%+.#9'%,1$%."#%K+-*4%O#)+;+14'%R13+-;%
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[2&)#6 !"#%,+-&)%(#$'+1-%1,%."#%'2&)#%+'%&%BSP+.#9:%threeP,&2.1$%9#&'4$#6%!"#%three%

'4='2&)#'%&$#e%U1*P,124'#*%213+-;:%[3+$+.4&)+.0P,124'#*%213+-;:%&-*%O#)+;+14'%;4+).:%

&-;#$:%&-*%3&''+(+.06% 

In addition to inquiries into religious coping in Christian and Hindu populations, 

Pargament has also been involved in research concerning religious coping behaviors in 

Jewish populations. Rosmarin and colleagues (2009) worked to develop and validate a 

measure of Jewish Religious Coping (JCOPE) in samples of Jewish individuals in the 

greater New York area as well as in a medium-sized Midwestern city. Through a review 

of relevant literature and interviews with rabbis and religious educators, 22 candidate 

items for the scale were developed. After conducting exploratory and confirmatory factor 

analyses (in two separate studies), the researchers settled on a 16-item, two-factor 

measure. The two factors are: positive religious coping and negative religious coping. An 

example item from the scale is: “I think about what Judaism has to say about how to 

handle the problem” (Rosmarin et al., 2009). 

In another attempt to measure religious coping, Khan and Watson (2006) 

translated the Brief RCOPE to Urdu, and adapted the items to a Muslim orientation (e.g. 

“Sought Allah’s love and care” as opposed to “Sought God’s love and care”) in order to 

test the measure in a Pakistani population. In addition to the Brief RCOPE, they included 

a questionnaire of religiously related cultural practices as a way to further clarify 

religious coping strategies of Pakistani Muslims. The final version of their religious 

coping practices scale included 8 items that tap practices specific to Muslims practicing 

within Pakistani culture. 
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H'%#(+*#-2#*%=0%."#%&=1(#%#8&93)#'%1,%3&'.%&..#93.'%.1%9#&'4$#%$#)+;+14'%

213+-;:%,4$."#$%$#'#&$2"%+'%-##*#*%.1%*#.#$9+-#%/"#."#$%'3#2+,+2%,&+."%.$&*+.+1-'%&$#%

&*#c4&.#)0%&''#''#*%=0%9#&'4$#'%."&.%,124'%primarily%1-%R"$+'.+&-%1$+#-.&.+1-'6%

V"+)#%T&$;&9#-.%#.%&)6%?WXXXF%'"1/#*%."#%OR^TJ%.1%=#%&33)+2&=)#%.1%3#13)#%1,%

(&$0+-;%)#(#)'%1,%$#)+;+14'-#''%/+."%*+,,#$#-.%.03#'%1,%3$1=)#9':%'19#%1,%."#%+.#9'%

&$#%'3#2+,+2%.1%&%R"$+'.+&-%1$+#-.&.+1-:%#6;6%LH'A#*%,1$%U1*%.1%"#)3%9#%=#%)#''%'+-,4):M%

&-*%."#$#,1$#%9&0%-1.%=#%&33)+2&=)#%.1%3#13)#%1,%*+,,#$#-.%$#)+;+14'%1$+#-.&.+1-'6%

H-*%."14;"%."#%K+-*4%O#)+;+14'%R13+-;%[2&)#%?!&$&A#'"/&$%#.%&)6:%WXXaF, the JCOPE 

(Rosmarin et al., 2009),%&-* the%T&A+'.&-+%O#)+;+14'%R13+-;%T$&2.+2#'%[2&)#%?\"&-%]%

V&.'1-:%WXX_F%all%.&A#%'.#3'%.1%21$$#2.%."+'%3$1=)#9:%all the%'2&)#'%&$#%&)'1%;$14-*#*%

+-%(#$0%'3#2+,+2%$#)+;+14'%1$+#-.&.+1-':%K+-*4+'9, Judaism,%&-*%Q')&9:%$#'3#2.+(#)06%

U+(#-%."&.%24$$#-.%#93+$+2&)%'.4*+#'%/"+2"%,124'%1-%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%'"1/%9+8#*%

,+-*+-;'%1-%/"#."#$%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%)#&*'%.1%31'+.+(#%1$%-#;&.+(#%14.219#'%+-%

'.$#'',4)%2+$249'.&-2#'%?H-1%]%f&'21-2#))#':%WXXYF:%+.%+'%+931$.&-.%.1%/+*#-%."#%

'213#%1,%+-c4+$0%.1%+-2)4*#%&))%9&<1$%=#)+#,%'0'.#9'6%U+(#-%."&.%24$$#-.)0%#8+'.+-;%

9#&'4$#'%&$#%;$14-*#*%+-%'3#2+,+2%$#)+;+14'%1$+#-.&.+1-':%."#%+-,1$9&.+1-%;)#&-#*%

,$19%."#9%2&--1.%=#%;#-#$&)+5#*%.1%3#13)#%14.'+*#%1,%."1'#%1$+#-.&.+1-'6%K&(+-;%1-#%

9#&'4$#%1,%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%."&.%+'%&33)+2&=)#%&2$1''%$#)+;+14'%1$+#-.&.+1-'%/14)*%

&))1/%,1$%;#-#$&)+5&=+)+.0%&2$1''%3134)&.+1-'%&-*%&+*%+-%4-+,0+-;%."#%$#)+;+14'%213+-;%

)+.#$&.4$#6 In order to develop such a measure, religiously diverse focus groups were 

utilized to generate common themes of religious coping across religious groups. 
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Developing a Broader Measure of Religious Coping  

A primary goal of this dissertation is to build on previous research I have 

conducted to develop a better understanding of the various ways in which religious and 

spiritual beliefs are helpful in coping with everyday life demands and ultimately, to create 

a measure of religious coping strategies that can be applied to a broad range of belief 

systems.  

Initial Explication of Construct with Focus Groups  

As a first step in better understanding what a more generalized approach to 

religious coping would look like, Shah, Douglas, Maheshwari, and McCarthy (2008) 

conducted focus groups of undergraduate students. Groups made up of students who 

reported that religion was either helpful or unhelpful in daily coping were utilized to help 

develop as broad a taxonomy as possible of religious coping. The focus groups offered a 

means to compare experiences and identify themes common across a variety of belief 

systems. 

Participants in the focus groups were 30 undergraduate students (M age = 20.83, 

SD = 1.98) from a large, southwestern university. The sample was 50% female and 

predominantly European American (46.7%) or Asian American (20.0%). While the 

sample was primarily Christian (43.33%), many other religious groups/belief systems 

were also represented: agnostic (6.67%), atheist (10%), Buddhist (10%), Catholic (10%), 

Hindu (3.33%), and spiritual (16.67%). 

The students participated in one of six focus groups of about 5-7 members each. 

The focus groups were aimed at exploring the ways in which religion facilitates or 

inhibits coping. Because the purpose of the study was to identify dimensions of religious 
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coping, not to encourage debate about the role of religion in people’s lives, we created 

homogenous groups with respect to religious identification.  In other words, groups 

contained only members who found religion helpful in coping with stress (N = 15), or 

members who did not (N = 15). 

Participants were asked to identify people in their lives whom they would 

consider successful and unsuccessful religious copers. They were asked to individually 

consider which qualities in particular, if any, they believed may or may not have made 

these people successful in their coping strategies. Some example responses to why 

religious coping may be unhelpful in coping with stress include: religious obligations 

such as attending services may actually increase stress and negative religious reappraisals 

of stressful situations may decrease self-esteem, e.g., “I must have done something wrong 

for all these horrible things to happen to me.” On the other hand, some example 

responses to why religious coping is an effective way to mitigate stress include: praying 

for something that is out of your control can be comforting and believing that God has a 

plan for you can help you find good in unfavorable circumstances, e.g., “what doesn’t kill 

you makes you stronger.” The overwhelming consensus across all focus groups seemed 

to be that much of the stress related to religion is tied to institutionalized religion (with 

the exception of religious communities) and that the helpful aspects are tied to personal 

spirituality. One focus group member summarized this by stating, “Religion should be 

personalized, not institutionalized.” 

Upon the completion of the focus groups, the researchers met to review the 

responses provided by members of the focus groups and to identify what religious and 

spiritual qualities and characteristics were identified by study participants as helpful and 
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unhelpful in coping with daily life demands. These efforts were used to create the 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping (ABC), which, in line with the goals of 

the study, was constructed to provide a better understanding of the various ways in which 

religious and spiritual beliefs are helpful or unhelpful in coping with everyday life 

demands, and which can be applied to a broad range of belief systems.  

Initial Item Development 

 Based on the results of the focus groups, a 16-item self report inventory assessing 

the role of religion and spirituality in coping with stress was developed in order to further 

research in this area (Shah et al., 2008). A full version of this measure is shown in 

Appendix A. 

With respect to structuring items, it was decided that based on the results of the 

focus groups it was important to develop items that did not refer to specific religious 

worldviews (e.g., by referring to how a specific teaching of the Buddha might help one 

cope), but to instead to word items with reference only to “organized religion,” or a 

“personal relationship with a higher power.”  Further, in order to assess general attitudes 

about organized religion and coping, each item was constructed with the stem, “In my 

experience…” For instance, “In my experience, the rituals associated with organized 

religion help people cope with stress,” is an item from one of the ABC scales. 

Additionally, the items focus on assessing the positive aspects of religious coping. The 

religious coping behaviors included in the scale are those that Pargament (1997) would 

classify as positive religious coping behaviors. It was decided to focus on positive 

religious coping strategies because those are the ones most relevant to helping people 

more effectively cope with their stress (Pargament et al., 2000). 
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Based on the content of the focus groups, potential themes were generated by the 

researchers. Each researcher involved in running the focus groups took detailed notes 

throughout each meeting. Each of the six meetings was led by a minimum of two 

researchers. Upon completion of all six focus groups, the researchers convened to 

compare and discuss their notes. Through the course of this discussion, it was decided 

that four dimensions of religious coping best captured the various themes identified in the 

focus groups: structure, sense of community, moral code, and acceptance.  

Structure refers to the various aspects of organized religion that create a 

structured environment for its followers, e.g. rules, rituals, etc.  

Sense of community addresses the social support network offered by many 

organized religions.  

Moral code refers to the set of rules associated with a religion that are meant to 

guide a person’s actions.   

Acceptance speaks to the sense of belonging and acceptance offered by a personal 

relationship with a higher power. 

Initial Item Validation 

 Once the initial version of the ABC was complete, data was collected in order to 

establish construct validity and determine if the items behaved as expected. Data was 

collected from 240 undergraduate students from the Educational Psychology subject pool 

at the University of Texas at Austin. The sample was 32.9% European American, 22.9% 

African American, 20% Hispanic American, and 19.6% Asian American; the sex-

breakdown of the sample is unavailable because the information was inadvertently left 

off the demographic form. Based on the overall demographics of the Education 
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Psychology Subject Pool, however, it is likely that the sample may have been about 60-

63% female and 37-40% male. 

 Participants completed a number of questionnaires using an online survey in 

return for course credit. The measures included in the study were: the Assessment of 

Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping (ABC; Shah et al., 2008), the Social Resourcefulness 

and Self-Acceptance scales of the Preventive Resources Inventory (PRI; McCarthy, 

Lambert, Beard, & Dematitis, 2002), the Brief RCOPE (Pargament, Smith, Koenig, & 

Perez, 1998), and the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10; Cohen & Williamson, 1988). 

 Correlations between the ABC and the other study measures were analyzed to 

examine the convergent and discriminant validity of the measure. Each measure, except 

for the PSS-10, was correlated with the ABC in the expected direction. For example, 

there were significant positive correlations between the ABC and the Brief RCOPE 

positive scale and both the Social Resourcefulness and the Self-Acceptance scales of the 

PRI. As expected, there was no relationship between the ABC and the Brief RCOPE 

negative scale. Surprisingly, however, there also was no relationship between the ABC 

and the PSS-10. Table 1 shows the correlations between these measures and the pilot-

version of the ABC. 

 
Table 1:  
Correlations with Pilot Version of ABC 

 PRI: Social 
Resourcefulness 

PRI: Self-
Acceptance 

Brief RCOPE 
positive 

Brief RCOPE 
negative 

Perceived 
Stress 

Pilot 
ABC .327** .298** .753** .023 .008 

**p < .01 
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Expanded Item Development 

 While the pilot version of the ABC had satisfactory psychometric properties, 

exploratory factor analysis revealed that the items did not behave as expected. Instead of 

the four expected factors, the factor analysis revealed only one factor, explaining 72.9% 

of the variance. Based on the results, it seemed that additional instrument development 

was necessary to expand the item pool, allow for the inclusion of additional scales that 

might measure other important aspects of religious coping, and to assess the validity of 

the instrument with other existing measures of relevant constructs.  

 In order to develop additional items, focus group data were revisited. Responses 

from focus group members were used to generate additional items for previously 

identified themes. During this process, another potentially important aspect of religious 

coping was also discovered as a recurrent theme in participants’ responses: worldview. 

This aspect refers to the belief that religion often helps individuals find meaning in 

difficult situations and likely offers a helpful way with which to view the world. 

Attitudes versus Behaviors 

 Based on previous development of the measure and the content of the focus 

groups, it also seemed important to evaluate if there was a difference between attitudes 

about the helpfulness of religious coping behaviors and the extent to which one actually 

employs such behaviors in coping with stress. While the initial version of the measure 

assessed individuals’ attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping in their personal 

experiences, it did not explicitly assess their use of religious coping strategies. The lack 

of relationship between the pilot version of the ABC and the PSS-10 may be linked to the 
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fact that the ABC was not measuring actual coping behaviors, and thus the responses to 

the ABC likely were completely unrelated to participants’ levels of perceived stress. 

 This was an important issue to address because the main goal of this project was 

to create a more widely applicable measure of religious coping strategies, not attitudes 

about religious coping. Further, one of the guiding goals of item development was to be 

as inclusive of varying belief systems as possible. As such, it seemed important to 

structure the items in such a way as to allow those who do not ascribe to a particular 

religion or belief system to be able to respond to the questions in some way. Separately 

evaluating attitudes and behaviors would make it possible to (1) measure non-believers’ 

attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping for others and (2) determine whether 

people’s attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping predict their use of it to 

manage stress. 

Expanded Item Validation 

 Once changes to the ABC were finalized, more data were collected to again assess 

for construct validity and to determine whether the items behaved as expected. Data was 

again collected from the Educational Psychology subject pool at the University of Texas 

at Austin. The participants were 315 undergraduate students. The sample was 

predominantly European American (40.6%), Asian American (33%), and Hispanic 

American (21.3%). The sample was 33.23% male and 66.77% female. 

 Participants were again asked to complete a number of questionnaires using an 

online survey in return for course credit. The measures included in the study were: the 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping (ABC; Shah et al., 2008), the Social 

Resourcefulness and Self-Acceptance scales of the Preventive Resources Inventory (PRI; 
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McCarthy et al., 2002), the Brief RCOPE (Pargament et al., 1999), the Ways of Religious 

Coping Scale (WORCS; Boudreaux, Catz, Ryan, & Amaral-Melendez, 1995), and the 

Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10; Cohen & Williamson, 1988). 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping (ABC) 

 The final version of the ABC is a two-part, 40-item measure (each part containing 

20 items) (Shah, Douglas, & McCarthy, 2010). The first part measures attitudes about the 

helpfulness of religious coping behaviors, and the second asks respondents to rate the 

frequency with which they engage in the same behaviors in an effort to manage their 

stress. A full version of this measure is shown in Appendix B. 

 Exploratory factor analyses (EFA) were used to examine the factor structure of 

the measure. Principal axis factoring with a direct oblimin rotation for the attitude scale 

was conducted. Based on a priori theory and the intended function of the items, four 

factors were extracted. These expected factors were derived from the themes observed in 

the focus groups: structure, sense of community, personal relationship with a higher 

power, and worldview. The scree plot shown in Figure 4 also supports a four-factor 

solution.  
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Figure 4. Attitude Scale Scree Plot 

 Together, these four factors accounted for 71.175% of the variance. For the most 

part, items loaded as expected on each of the factors. However, two items had significant 

cross-loadings on multiple factors (i.e., >.32) and one of those items did not load 

significantly on any of the factors (i.e., all loadings < .40) (Worthington & Whittaker, 

2006). Further, one factor only had 3 items load on it. While three items per factor has 

been cited as an acceptable minimum number of items per factor, Costello and Osbourne 

(2005) recommend that five or more strongly loading items indicate a stable factor. The 

results of this factor analysis are shown in Table 2. The factor intercorrelations are shown 

in Table 3. 
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Table 2: 
Attitude Scale Factor Loadings, Four-Factor Model 

Factor 1: Sense of Community 
Factor 
Loading Item 

.885 6. offering a sense of community 

.876 5. providing a social network 

.794 7. offering a way to be around others with similar beliefs 

.648 8. providing a religious community to belong to 

.558 9. providing a system of values 

.451 10. offering guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 

.363 4. providing opportunities to worship (e.g., attending religious 
ceremonies and services) 

Factor 2: Worldview 
Factor 
Loading Item 

.885 16. providing a worldview that makes sense of life 

.721 17. offering a sense of control in life 

.652 20. explaining why things happen in life 

.573 19. giving life a sense of meaning 

.551 18. providing a helpful way to view the world 
Factor 3: Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

Factor 
Loading Item 

-.900 11. allowing for a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g., God, 
Jesus, Allah, Krishna, etc.)  

-.888 13. providing comfort through a relationship with a higher power 

-.772 15. providing a connection with a higher power (e.g., the universe, God, 
etc.) 

-.698 14. providing unconditional acceptance of oneself through a relationship 
with a higher power 

-.680 12. supporting a belief in a higher power 

-.386 4. providing opportunities to worship (e.g., attending religious 
ceremonies and services) 

-.372 10. offering guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 
Factor 4: Structure 

Factor 
Loading Item 

.907 1. providing overall structure in everyday life 

.688 3. providing a daily routine 

.471 2. offering meaningful pursuits/practices (e.g., prayer, meditation) 
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Table 3:  
Factor Correlations for Attitude Scale, Four-Factor Model 

Attitude Subscales Worldview Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power Structure 

Sense of Community .551 -.684 .676 
Worldview - -.637 .599 

Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power - - -.620 

 
 Parallel analysis, however, which is recommended by Zwick and Velicer (1986) 

as the most accurate way to estimate the number of components in a data set, revealed 

only one factor, accounting for 57.850% of the variance. Parallel analysis was conducted 

in SPSS using statistical syntax developed by O’Connor (2000). Given that under-

extraction has been cited as a common problem of parallel analysis (Fava & Velicer, 

1992), it is important to keep in mind that both the scree plot and a priori theory support a 

four-factor model for this scale. Rather than a single factor scale, the results supported by 

parallel analysis may instead be indicative of a second-order factor that subsumes the 

four factors supported by the scree plot and initial theory. It will be important to test this 

hypothesis when confirming the factor structure. 

 Because a priori theory, parallel analysis, and the scree plot did not all support the 

same model, the eigenvalues greater than one extraction method, which is one of the most 

widely used, though also least reliable (Cudeck, 2000), extraction methods, was also 

used. Principal axis factoring with a direct oblimin rotation for the attitude scale, using 

the eigenvalues greater than one extraction method, revealed three correlated factors: 

sense of community, personal relationship with a higher power, and worldview. Together 

these three factors accounted for 68.11% of the variance. One item showed a significant 

cross-loading (i.e., >.30) on two factors, but unlike the four-factor solution, all items 
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loaded significantly (i.e., >.40) on at least one factor. The factor loadings and 

intercorrelations are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Because this particular 

extraction method has been reported as unreliable (Cudeck, 2000), the four-factor 

solution supported by theory and the scree plot will be used in subsequent confirmatory 

analyses. 

Table 4: 
Attitude Scale Factor Loadings, Four-Factor Model 

Factor 1: Sense of Community 
Factor 
Loading Item 

.880 5. providing a social network 

.870 6. offering a sense of community 

.856 7. offering a way to be around others with similar beliefs 

.758 8. providing a religious community to belong to 

.605 9. providing a system of values 

.517 10. offering guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 

.507 4. providing opportunities to worship (e.g., attending religious ceremonies 
and services) 

.459 1. providing overall structure in everyday life 

.453 3. providing a daily routine 

.441 2. offering meaningful pursuits/practices (e.g., prayer, meditation) 
Factor 2: Worldview 

Factor 
Loading Item 

.856 16. providing a worldview that makes sense of life 

.766 17. offering a sense of control in life 

.677 20. explaining why things happen in life 

.563 19. giving life a sense of meaning 

.541 18. providing a helpful way to view the world 
Factor 3: Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

Factor 
Loading Item 

-.922 11. allowing for a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g., God, 
Jesus, Allah, Krishna, etc.)  

-.915 13. providing comfort through a relationship with a higher power 

-.797 15. providing a connection with a higher power (e.g., the universe, God, 
etc.) 

-.720 14. providing unconditional acceptance of oneself through a relationship 
with a higher power 

-.697 12. supporting a belief in a higher power 
-.387 10. offering guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 
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Table 5: 
Factor Correlations for Attitude Scale, Three – Factor Model 

Attitude Subscales Worldview Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power 

Sense of Community .599 -.718 
Worldview - -.652 

 
 Principal axis factoring with a direct oblimin rotation was also conducted for the 

behavior scale. Based on a priori theory and the intended function of the items, four 

factors were extracted. Like with the attitude scale, the expected factors were derived 

from the themes identified in the focus groups: structure, sense of community, personal 

relationship with a higher power, and worldview. These four factors accounted for 

83.546% of the variance in the items. 

 Though many items loaded on the expected factors, two items did not load 

strongly on any one factor and those two items, plus two additional items, had significant 

cross-loadings on multiple factors (i.e., >.32). Further, one factor only had two items load 

on it. As such, this solution is not ideal (Costello & Osbourne, 2005). The factor loadings 

are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: 
Behavior Scale Factor Loadings, Four-Factor Model 

Factor 1: Worldview 
Factor 
Loading Item 

.978 18. providing me a helpful way to view the world 

.897 16. providing me a worldview that makes sense of life 

.882 17. offering me a sense of control in life 

.858 19. giving my life a sense of meaning 

.682 20. explaining why things happen in my life 

.394 9. providing my a system of values 

.362 1. providing me overall structure in life 
Factor 2: Sense of Community 

Factor 
Loading Item 

.998 6. offering me a sense of community 

.929 8. providing me a religious community to belong to 

.924 5. providing me a social network 

.919 7. offering me a way to be around others with similar beliefs 

.621 4. providing me opportunities to worship (e.g., attending religious 
ceremonies and services) 

.329 10. offering me guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 
Factor 3: Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

Factor 
Loading Item 

-.984 11. allowing me a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g., God, 
Jesus, Allah, Krishna, etc.) 

-.980 3. providing me a routine 
-.911 12. supporting my belief in a higher power 

-.899 15. providing me a connection with a higher power (e.g., the universe, 
God, etc.) 

-.642 2. offering me meaningful pursuits/practices (e.g., prayer, meditation) 

-.617 14. offering me unconditional acceptance of myself through a relationship 
with a higher power 

-.362 9. providing me a system of values 
-.335 10. offering me guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 

Factor 4: Structure 
Factor 
Loading Item 

.502 23. providing me a routine 

.483 21. providing me overall structure in life 
 
 Because the four-factor solution was not easily interpretable, additional extraction 

methods were utilized. The eigenvalues greater than one extraction method, parallel 
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analysis, and the scree plot all indicated a two-factor solution. The first factor captured 

the social connectedness aspect of religion and the second seemed to encompass a more 

general sense of spiritual involvement. The correlation between the two factors was r = 

.727. These two factors accounted for 77.75% of the variance. The scree plot is shown in 

Figure 5, and the factor loadings are shown in Table 7.   

 

Figure 5. Behavior Scale Scree Plot 
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Table 7: 
Behavior Scale Factor Loadings, Two – Factor Model 

Factor 1: Spiritual Involvement 
Factor 
Loading Item 

1.001 15. providing me a connection with a higher power 
.962 12. supporting my belief in a higher power 
.928 19. giving my life a sense of meaning 

.910 11. allowing me a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g., God, 
Jesus, Allah, Krishna, etc.) 

.906 16. providing me a worldview that makes sense of life 

.902 13. providing me comfort through a relationship with a higher power 

.901 18. providing me a helpful way to view the world 

.888 17. offering me a sense of control in life 

.837 14. offering me unconditional acceptance of myself through a 
relationship with a higher power 

.771 20. explaining why things happen in my life 

.749 9. providing me a system of values 

.689 2. offering me meaningful pursuits/practices (e.g., prayer, meditation) 

.649 1. providing me overall structure in life 

.627 10. offering me guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 

.512 3. providing me a routine 
Factor 2: Social Connectedness 

Factor 
Loading Item 

.989 6. offering me a sense of community 

.963 5. providing me a social network 

.898 8. providing me a religious community to belong to 

.869 7. offering me a way to be around others with similar beliefs 

.658 4. providing me opportunities to worship (e.g., attending religious 
ceremonies and services) 

 
 

The results of the factor analyses suggest that religious coping may have two 

important dimensions, attitudes and behaviors, which may be conceptually distinct and 

have differential relationships to other coping constructs. While respondents to the ABC 

seemed to separate their attitudes about the usefulness of religion in coping with stress 

into different, related categories (sense of community, personal relationship with a higher 

power, worldview, and structure), they do not categorize their behaviors in the same way. 

Furthermore, the factor structure of the behavior subscale of the ABC seems to map onto 
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a conceptualization of religious practices as being either “organized religion” or 

“spirituality.”  

It should be noted that multicollinearity of the subscales was moderate, indicating 

that each subscale is measuring a separate, but related construct. The relationships 

between the factors on both the attitude and behavior scales may be indicative of a higher 

order factor. It will be important to test this hypothesis when confirming the factor 

structure. 

Given that one of the initial goals in measuring attitudes about religious coping 

and actual religious coping behaviors separately was to determine whether people’s 

attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping predict their use of it to manage stress, 

it is important to note that the correlation between the attitude and behavior portions of 

the ABC is statistically significant (r = .509, p <.01). This suggests that regardless of 

whether or not people conceptualize their attitudes about the helpfulness of religious 

coping differently than their own reliance on religious coping behaviors, their attitudes 

are significantly related to their behaviors. 

 Based on the factor structure revealed by principal axis factoring, correlations 

between both ABC scales and related constructs were analyzed to assess for convergent 

and discriminant validity.  Each measure was correlated with the ABC in the expected 

direction, except the PSS-10. Tables 8 and 9 show the correlations between these 

measures and the ABC. For example, there were significant positive correlations between 

the ABC and the Brief RCOPE positive scale, the Ways of Religious Coping Scale 

(WORCS), and the Social Resourcefulness and Self-Acceptance scales of the PRI. As 

expected, there was no relationship between the ABC attitude subscales and the Brief 
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RCOPE negative scale. There were, however, small but significant positive relationships 

between the ABC behavior subscales and the Brief RCOPE negative scale. This may be 

due to the idea that individuals who engage in positive religious coping behaviors are 

more likely to also engage in negative religious coping behaviors than those who do not 

engage in any religious coping. Unexpectedly, there was no significant relationship 

between the ABC behavior subscales and the PSS-10. Given that the ABC correlated 

with all the other measures in the expected directions, it is unclear why there is no 

relationship to the PSS-10. 

Table 8: 
Correlations with Attitude Scale of ABC 

Attitude 
Subscales 

Sense of 
Community 

Worldview 
 

Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power 

PRI: Social 
Resourcefulness .174** - - 

PRI: Self- 
Acceptance - - .085 

Brief RCOPE 
positive .327** .366** .474** 

Brief RCOPE 
negative .004 .009 .056 

WORCS .365** .377** .474** 
**p < .01. 
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Table 9:  
Correlations with Behavior Scale of ABC 

Behavior 
Subscales 

Spiritual 
Involvement 

Social 
Connectedness 

 
PRI: Social 

Resourcefulness - .215** 

PRI: Self- 
Acceptance .167* - 

Brief RCOPE 
positive .805** .705** 

Brief RCOPE 
negative .125 .144 

WORCS .771** .755** 
Perceived Stress -.068 -.064 

*p < .05. **p < .01. 

Next Steps 

Moving forward from this point, it seemed important to continue collecting data 

with this measure to confirm the established factor structure. This was accomplished 

through confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). In CFA, theory is used to specify the 

number of latent variables and patterns of factor loadings. Structural equation modeling 

(SEM) techniques are then used to test the fit of the model with the data. In this study, the 

model was identified based on the results of the exploratory analyses reported above. 

Additional models were also tested, i.e., the initially hypothesized four-factor model as 

well as models with a higher order factor. 

Replicating factor structure across samples helps to establish structural validity, 

which is an important component of construct validity (Steger, 2006). A high level of 

structural validity indicates that scores on an instrument generated by a particular sample 

reflect the theorized structure of that instrument. Furthermore, as Steger (2006) argues, 

the same structure must be supported in multiple samples in order for researchers to 

confidently interpret scale scores based on that particular structure.   
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As such, once the scale is refined and the factor structure confirmed it should be 

examined more closely to determine whether the items behave similarly across religious 

groups. Using multi-group CFA to establish metric and scalar invariance will allow 

researchers and clinicians to draw broader conclusions about religious coping. This 

process will be further explicated in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3: Method 

Proposed Study 

Based on the above review of the literature and previous work to develop a new 

measure of religious coping, this study aims to add to the body of research focused on 

identifying the role religion plays in coping with stressful life events. By better 

understanding this process, the objective is to aid mental health professionals in 

addressing religion, when applicable, with their clients. The purpose of this study is to 

confirm the previously established factor structure of the ABC (Shah et al., 2010) and 

demonstrate validity and reliability of the instrument. This study also used multi-group 

confirmatory factor analysis to determine the applicability of the ABC across differing 

religious groups.  

Participants 

 The participants were 885 undergraduate students from the Educational 

Psychology subject pool at the University of Texas at Austin. The sample was 38.7% 

European American, 3.7% African American, 15.4% Hispanic American, 36.3% Asian 

American, and 5.9% other. The sample was 59.3% female and 40.7% male. The sex and 

ethnic breakdown were representative of the make-up of the Educational Psychology 

subject pool. The religious breakdown of the sample was as follows: 36.3% Christian, 

6.5% Jewish, 9.3% Muslim, 5.9% Hindu, 9.7% Buddhist, 22.5% Non-believer, and 

11.7% other. 

 MacCallum, Browne, and Sugawara (1996) demonstrate how to calculate a power 

in structural equation modeling using sample size, degrees of freedom, and the root-
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mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA), a commonly used measure of fit in 

structural equation modeling (Keith, 2006). Conversely, this method can also be used to 

calculate a minimum sample size needed to achieve a given level of power. Browne and 

Cudeck (1993) suggested that RMSEA values below .05 indicate a good fit of the model 

to the data, and values above .10 indicate poor fit. As such, online software developed by 

Preacher and Coffman (2006) requires specifications of alpha-level, degrees of freedom 

in a model (164 for this study), desired level of power (.80 for this study), and finally 

minimum RMSEA value to reject fit of the model (.10) as well as minimum RMSEA 

value to indicate a close fit of the model (.05). Using this method with an alpha-level of 

.05, the online software recommended a sample size of 46 for this study. Given other 

commonly cited rules of thumb for factor analysis, however, such as a minimum sample 

size of 100 (Keith, 2006; Kline, 2005), the more the better (Bentler, 1995), or a particular 

ratio of subjects per item (e.g. 10 or 15) (Costello & Osbourne, 2005), it was determined 

that a larger sample size would yield more reliable results. Further, a larger sample size 

would allow for multi-group analyses. As such, 600 subjects were suggested as the 

minimum to allow for up to 4 separate groups of 150 subjects each. 

Data were collected over the course of several semesters through the Educational 

Psychology subject pool starting in the fall of 2009 and ending in the spring of 2011. The 

first-round of data collection included 234 participants, 158 of whom identified as 

Christian. Therefore, in order to ensure an adequate number of non-Christian participants 

in the final sample, a pre-screening question was asked in all subsequent data collections. 

Students were asked if they identified with any denomination of the Christian faith; only 
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those who responded “no” to this question were subsequently recruited to participate in 

this study. 

Data were collected from 375 additional students in the fall semester of 2010. 

Because an additional 84 Christian students were inadvertently included in this particular 

sample, further data collection was warranted in an effort to balance out the represented 

groups and to allow for multi-group analyses. As such, data were collected from 276 

additional students in the spring semester of 2011. Only those who responded to every 

item on each instrument were included in the analyses. 

Instrumentation 

 Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping (ABC, Shah et al., 2010). The 

ABC is a two-part, 40-item measure (each part containing 20 items). The first part 

measures attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping behaviors, and the second 

asks respondents to rate the frequency with which they engage in the same behaviors in 

an effort to manage their stress.  In a sample of college undergraduates, Cronbach’s alpha 

for the attitude part was .961 and was .979 for the behavior part. 

Preventive Resources Inventory (PRI; McCarthy et al., 2002). The PRI is an 82-

item self-report instrument that assesses perceptions of one’s ability to minimize stressful 

life experiences. It has four subscales that were indicated by three first order factors and 

one second order factor. The subscales indicated by the first order factors are Perceived 

Control, Maintaining Perspective, and Social Resourcefulness. The Social 

Resourcefulness scale from the PRI was used in this study as a measure of participants’ 

ability to form mutually beneficial relationships (Lambert, McCarthy, Gilbert, Sebree, & 

Steinley-Bumgarner, 2006). A full version of this scale is shown in Appendix C. This 
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scale was used to evaluate the construct validity of the ABC subscales: Sense of 

Community and Social Connectedness.  

The Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI assesses social resourcefulness as a 

preventive resource in dealing with stressful experiences. These items were based on the 

assertion by researchers such as Procidano (1992) that social networks can act as a buffer 

against life demands. This assertion is in line with the rationale for the development of 

items on the Sense of Community and Social Connectedness subscales of the ABC. The 

basis for the social network-themed items on the ABC came from a theme identified in 

the focus groups that religion may offer social connections or networks that help people 

cope with stress. 

The fourth subscale on the PRI, Self-Acceptance, was indicated by a second order 

factor. This scale was retained as a higher order factor on the PRI because it correlated 

moderately with all other subscales, but not highly with any one scale. The Self-

Acceptance scale from the PRI measures the degree to which one can accept and 

overcome personal strengths and weaknesses in demanding life situations (McCarthy et 

al., 2002). A full version of this scale is shown in Appendix D. This scale was used to 

evaluate the construct validity of the ABC subscale, Personal Relationship with a Higher 

Power. 

Acceptance, in addition to social resourcefulness, is one of the four types of 

preventive resources identified by McCarthy, Lambert, and Brack (1997) and McCarthy 

and Lambert (1999). With regard to the Self-Acceptance scale from the PRI, acceptance 

refers to “general attributes of balance and acceptance across many areas of life” 

(Lambert et al., 2006). Research has shown that these attributes may serve as buffers 
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against anxiety (Greenburg et al., 1992). The concept of acceptance as a preventive 

resource in coping is based on the conceptualization of acceptance by Curlette and 

colleagues as a set of beliefs and behaviors indicating acceptance of self, others, and the 

world (Curlette, Aycock, Matheny, Pugh, & Taylor, 1992).  

The idea that the ability to accept oneself, others, and the world is a preventive 

resource in coping is in line with the rationale for the acceptance-themed items on the 

ABC. The basis for the acceptance-themed items on the ABC came from a theme 

identified in the focus groups that the component of a personal relationship with a higher 

power within religion/spirituality often offers a degree of self-acceptance that helps 

people better cope with stress. 

Items on the PRI are rated on a five-point Likert-scale ranging from “strongly 

disagree” to “strongly agree.” Possible scores for each of the included scales range from 

14 to 70, with high scores reflecting a better ability to use relationships with others as a 

buffer against life demands and a higher degree of acceptance of personal strengths and 

weaknesses with regard to demanding life situations, respectively. Reliability and validity 

evidence for the use of PRI scores has been demonstrated in previous research (Lambert 

et al., 2006; McCarthy et al., 2002). In a sample of college undergraduate students, 

Cronbach’s alpha for the Social Resourcefulness scale was .836, and .849 for the Self-

Acceptance scale. Construct validity was demonstrated by correlating scale scores on the 

PRI with scores on the Coping Resources Inventory (CRI; Hammer & Marting, 1988) 

Correlation values ranged from .47 to .61. Discriminant validity was assessed by 

comparing the correlations between PRI scale scores and CRI scores to correlations 

between PRI scale scores and scores on the Social Efficacy Scale (SES; Sherer et al., 
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1982). Correlation values between the PRI scale scores and SES scores ranged from .19 

to .45, indicating that the PRI was indeed measuring constructs separate from, but likely 

related to, social efficacy. 

Brief RCOPE (Pargament, Smith, Koenig, & Perez, 1999). The Brief RCOPE is a 

14-item measure of positive and negative religious coping behaviors. A full version of 

this scale is shown in Appendix E. The Brief RCOPE and its full scale version, the 

RCOPE (Pargament et al., 2000), are two of the most widely used and adapted measures 

of their kind in the religious coping literature. They have been used in research around 

the world, in countries such as Switzerland (Winter et al., 2009) and Sweden (van 

Laarhoven, Hanneke, Schilderman, & Prins, 2009) and have been translated to languages 

such as Spanish (Gonzalez-Morkos, 2006) and Polish (Talik & Szewczyk, 2008). The 

work of Pargament and his colleagues on this measure has also been the basis of the 

development of more culture-specific measures of religious coping, such as the Hindu 

RCOPE (Tarakeshwar et al., 2003) and the Pakistani Religious Coping Practices Scale 

(Khan & Watson, 2006). 

The Brief RCOPE was used in this study to evaluate construct validity for the 

ABC. The positive religious coping subscale will be used to assess for convergent 

validity, and the negative religious coping subscale will be used to assess for discriminant 

validity. Items are rated on a four-point Likert-type scale ranging from “not at all” to “a 

great deal.” Possible scores for each scale range from 7 to 28, with high scores indicating 

greater use of positive and negative religious coping strategies, respectively.  

Favorable reliability and validity evidence for this instrument was established 

within community, university, and hospitalized samples. In a sample of college 
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undergraduate students, Cronbach’s alpha for each subscale was as follows: positive 

religious coping (.957) and negative religious coping (.799). Construct validity was 

demonstrated by replicating the factor structure across university and hospitalized 

samples. Both samples yielded similar results through confirmatory factor analysis, and 

the hypothesized two factor solution was shown to be a moderate fit for the data, e.g., 

RMSEA = .066 and .076 for the university and hospital samples, respectively. 

Ways of Religious Coping Scale (WORCS; Boudreaux et al., 1995). The WORCS 

is a 40-item self-report instrument that assesses what kind and to what degree individuals 

engage in religious coping behaviors to cope with stress. It has two factors, 

Internal/Private and External/Social. The Internal/Private scale asks respondents to rate 

the degree to which they engage in religious coping behaviors that could be considered 

individualistic or intended to be performed by a single person. Some example items from 

this scale are “I say prayers,” and “I count my blessings.” On the other hand, the 

External/Social scale asks respondents to rate the degree to which they engage in more 

social or external types of religious coping behaviors. An example item from this scale is 

“I get support from church/mosque/temple members.” A full version of the WORCS is 

shown in Appendix F. 

The Internal/Private scale was used in this study to evaluate the construct validity 

of the Spiritual Involvement subscale of the behavior portion of the ABC. The 

External/Social scale, in conjunction with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI, 

was used to evaluate the construct validity of the ABC subscales: Sense of Community 

and Social Connectedness. The External/Social scale was utilized to assess for 
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convergent validity while the Social Resourcefulness scale assessed for discriminant 

validity. 

Boudreaux et al. (1995) demonstrated favorable reliability and validity evidence 

for the WORCS with an undergraduate sample. Both the Internal/Private and the 

External/Social scales showed high internal reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha = .97 and .93, 

respectively) with an undergraduate sample. In terms of construct validity, both scales 

correlated with subscales of the Religious Coping Activities Scale (RCAS; Hathaway & 

Pargament, 1990) in the expected directions. For example, the Internal/Private scale had 

significant positive relationships with the spiritually based coping scale, good deeds 

scale, religious support scale, plead scale, and religious avoidance scales. It also had a 

significant negative relationship with the discontent scale. The External/Social scale 

showed a similar pattern of relationships except it did not have significant relationships 

with the discontent scale or the plead scale. The Internal/Private scale correlated most 

highly with the spiritually based coping scale (r = .86, p < .01) while the External/Social 

scale correlated most highly with the good deeds and religious support scales (r = .75 and 

.62, respectively, p < .01) Both scales showed significant positive correlations with 

measures of religious importance and religious service attendance. 

Items on the WORCS are rated on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 

“not used at all/does not apply” to “used always.” Possible scores for the Internal/Private 

scale range from 0 to 60, with high scores indicating greater use of internal religious 

coping behaviors. Possible scores for the External/Social scale range from 0 to 40, with 

high scores indicating greater use of external religious coping behaviors.  
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RCOPE (Pargament et al., 2000). As reported in Chapter 2, the RCOPE is a 

comprehensive measure assesses the many methods of religious coping, including active, 

passive, and interactive coping methods as well as problem-focused and emotion-focused 

strategies. The full version of the RCOPE has 14 theoretically supported factors. 

Exploratory factor analysis with a college student sample revealed 17 factors. 

Confirmatory factor analysis with a hospital sample, however, demonstrated different 

results. LISREL was unable to generate a solution using the complete factor structure 

indicated by exploratory factor analysis. The final structure supported by confirmatory 

analyses indicated 14 theoretically supported factors. Only the Benevolent Religious 

Reappraisal subscale was utilized in this study. It will be used to evaluate the construct 

validity of the Worldview subscale on the attitude portion of the ABC. 

The Benevolent Religious Reappraisal subscale is a nine-item scale that assesses 

the degree to which respondents use religion as a framework with which to redefine 

stressors as benevolent or potentially beneficial. An example item from this subscale is 

“Tried to find a lesson from God in the event.” A complete version of this subscale can 

be found in Appendix G. Favorable reliability and validity evidence for this subscale 

were reported by Pargament et al. (2000). Cronbach’s alpha was .91 for a college student 

sample. Validity was demonstrated by attempting to replicate the factor structure across 

university and hospitalized samples. Both samples yielded similar results regarding the 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal subscale, specifically, through confirmatory factor 

analysis.  

Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith Questionnaire (SCSORF; Plante & 

Boccaccini, 1997). Participants’ strength of religious faith was operationalized by their 
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scores on the SCSORF. The SCSORF is a ten-item scale that assesses strength of 

religious faith and is compatible with a variety of religious denominations. A full version 

of this scale is shown in Appendix H. The SCSORF was used in this study to determine 

to what degree, if any, people’s attitudes regarding the helpfulness of religious coping 

behaviors are linked to the strength of their religious faith. It was also used to determine 

whether the strength of someone’s religious faith is predictive of the degree to which s/he 

utilizes religious coping strategies to manage stress. 

The Likert-type items on the SCSORF are scored on a four-point scale anchored 

at one as “strongly disagree” and four as “strongly agree.” Possible scores range from 10 

to 40, with higher scores indicating a stronger sense of religious faith. 

The SCSORF demonstrated high internal reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha = .95) as 

well good split-half reliability (r = .92) with an undergraduate student population (Plante 

& Boccaccini, 1997). Construct validity was demonstrated by correlating scores on the 

SCSORF with scores on the God control measure of the Belief in Personal Control Scale 

(r = -.83, p < .01) (BPCS; Berrenberg, 1987). Higher scores on the God control measure 

of the BCPS indicate less belief in God. 

Procedure 

 Consent was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of The University of 

Texas at Austin. Participants were recruited from the Department of Educational 

Psychology subject pool. For data collection completed after the fall semester of 2009, 

potential participants were asked to specify whether or not they identify with any 

denomination of the Christian faith. Only those who responded “no” to this question were 

recruited to participate in this study. Due to constraints related to the make-up of the 
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subject pool, however, an additional 164 Christians were assigned to participate in the 

study over the course of the 2010-2011 academic year. 

 Because the survey measures were all delivered online, signed consent forms 

were not obtained. Students who were assigned to this project were given access to a 

survey monkey webpage for the study.  On the webpage, participants viewed a cover 

letter describing the study.  They were given the investigator’s contact information in 

case they had any questions regarding the consent. The subjects were not identified at any 

time.  They were told that if they did not agree to the terms of consent they should not 

participate in the study.  If they contacted the investigator, they were given other options 

to fulfill the research requirements with no penalty.  They were also told that they could 

stop the online survey at any time and withdraw from the study.  Participants’ identities 

remained completely anonymous to the investigator and other students. 

Subjects took the surveys at any location of their choice (home, library, etc.), and 

were asked to find a place where they could answer questions and write comfortably. 

Subjects who agreed to the terms of consent and did not have any further questions 

continued with the online survey after viewing the cover letter. The online survey should 

have taken no more than one hour to complete.  

Upon completion of the online study, participants e-mailed the investigator 

verification of participation. Once this was received, the participants were e-mailed their 

participation receipt.  They were once again given contact information of the investigator 

in case they had any further questions. 
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Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Data Analysis 

Research Question 1 

 What is the underlying factor structure of the ABC? 

Hypothesis 

 The attitude portion of the ABC will show a correlated, four-factor model, with 

each factor corresponding to one of the previously identified subscales, structure, sense of 

community, personal relationship with a higher power, or worldview. See Appendix G 

for an illustration of the hypothesized model. 

 The behavior portion of the ABC will show a correlated, two factor model, with 

each factor corresponding to one of the previously identified subscales, spiritual 

involvement or social connectedness. See Appendix I for an illustration of the 

hypothesized model. 

Analysis 

 As indicated in Chapter 2, a priori theory and Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

techniques were utilized to establish four- and two-factor models for the attitude and 

behavior portions of the ABC, respectively. In this next step, Confirmatory Factor 

Analysis (CFA) was utilized to evaluate the expected four-factor model for the attitude 

portion and the two-factor model for the behavior portion. CFA was conducted using the 

Amos computer program (Version 19.0.0) [Software]. 

Research Question 2 

 Does the ABC measure the same constructs across religious groups? 
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Hypothesis 

 It is expected that the items and latent variables (factors) will behave similarly 

across religious groups. 

Analysis 

 The following analyses were conducted twice, once with the attitude portion of 

the ABC and once with the behavior portion.  

Multi-group CFA was used to first establish configural invariance across groups. 

Configural invariance demonstrates that the factor structure is the same across religious 

groups. In other words, it verifies whether the same factor pattern holds across groups. 

Once configural invariance was established, multi-group CFA was utilized to test for 

metric invariance. By setting factor loadings equal across groups, metric invariance 

allowed for a comparison of a more parsimonious model to the base model (established 

through configural invariance). When metric invariance was demonstrated, multi-group 

CFA was used to test for scalar invariance. This was accomplished by setting item 

intercepts as equal across groups, in addition to setting factor loadings equal across 

groups, and allowing factor means to differ. Change in !2 and other fit statistics, e.g. 

comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI; Tucker & Lewis, 

1973), standardized root mean square residual (SRMR; Bentler, 1995), and root mean 

square error of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger & Lind, 1980) were examined to 

determine whether the metric model differs significantly from the configural model. 

Because !2 is sensitive to sample size, there was a greater chance of committing a type I 

error when relying on only change in !2 as a fit statistic. While the CFI and TLI are not 

completely independent of sample size, they are not as affected by it as is !2 (Keith, 
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2006). If the models did not differ, it was assumed that the ABC measures the same 

construct across religious groups. 

Research Question 3 

 Will the participants’ scores on the ABC be related to their scores on the Social 

Resourcefulness and Self-Acceptance scales of the PRI? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between items on the ABC 

measuring the social connectedness aspect of religion and the Social Resourcefulness 

scale of the PRI. There will also be a significant positive relationship between items on 

the ABC measuring the degree of acceptance afforded by a relationship with a higher 

power and the Self-Acceptance scale of the PRI. 

Analysis 

 In order to establish convergent validity, it was necessary to compare items on the 

ABC with other measures of the same construct. As such, participants’ scores on the 

Sense of Community subscale of the attitude portion of the ABC and scores on the Social 

Connectedness subscale of the behavior portion were each compared to their scores on 

the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. A Pearson product-moment correlation 

coefficient was calculated to examine the relationship between the two subscales on the 

ABC and the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. 

 Next, participants’ scores on the Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

subscale of the attitude portion of the ABC were compared to the Self-Acceptance scale 

of the PRI. The relationship was also examined by calculating a Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient. 
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Research Question 4 

  Will the participants’ scores on the ABC community subscales be related to their 

scores on the External/Social scale of the WORCS? If so, how will this relationship 

compare with that of ABC scale scores with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI? 

Also, will the participants’ scores on the ABC – Behaviors Spiritual Involvement 

subscale be related to their scores on the Internal/Private scale of the WORCS? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between items on the ABC 

measuring the social connectedness aspect of religion and participants’ scores on the 

External/Social scale of the WORCS. Further, these relationships will be stronger in 

magnitude than those shown with the Sense of Community and Social Connectedness 

scales of the ABC with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. 

 Additionally, there will be a significant positive relation between the Spiritual 

Involvement subscale of the ABC – Behaviors and the Internal/Private scale of the 

WORCS. 

Analysis 

 In an effort to assess for convergent validity, participants’ scores on the ABC 

scales Sense of Community and Social Connectedness were compared to their scores on 

the External/Social scale of the WORCS. Then, in order to evaluate discriminant validity, 

the relationships between the ABC scales and the External/Social scale of the WORCS 

were compared to the relationships between the ABC scales and the Social 

Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. Participants’ scores on the Spiritual Involvement scale 

of the ABC were compared to their scores on the Internal/Private scale of the WORCS. 
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 The relationships described above were assessed by calculating Pearson Product-

Moment correlation coefficients. 

Research Question 5 

 Will the participants’ scores on the ABC be related to their scores on the 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale of the RCOPE? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between participants’ scores on 

the Worldview subscale of the attitude scale and their scores on the Benevolent Religious 

Reappraisal scale of the RCOPE. 

Analysis 

 In order to assess for convergent validity of the Worldview subscale of the ABC 

attitude scale, participants’ scores on this subscale were compared to their scores on the 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal subscale by computing correlation coefficients. 

Research Question 6 

 Will the participants’ scores on the ABC be related to their scores on the Brief 

RCOPE? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between the items on the attitude 

and behavior portions of the ABC and the positive religious coping items on the Brief 

RCOPE. There will be no relationship between either the attitude or behavior portions of 

the ABC and the negative religious coping items on the Brief RCOPE. 

Analysis 
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 Again, in an effort to evaluate convergent validity, participants’ scores on the 

ABC were compared to their scores on one of the most widely used measures of religious 

coping, the Brief RCOPE. More specifically, their scores on the ABC were compared to 

the positive religious coping items on the Brief RCOPE in order to provide evidence for 

convergent validity regarding the construct of religious coping. Then, participants’ scores 

on the ABC were compared to the negative religious coping items on the Brief RCOPE in 

order to assess for discriminant validity. This goes back to the objective of the ABC to 

assess positive religious coping behaviors. 

 Like with research questions three, four, and five, correlation coefficients were 

calculated in order to assess the relationships described above. 

Research Question 7 

 Will strength of religious faith (SCSORF) predict students’ attitudes about and 

actual engagement in religious coping behaviors (ABC)? 

Hypothesis 

 Strength of religious faith will account for a statistically significant amount of 

variance in attitudes about and use of religious coping; it will be positively related to 

participants’ attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping as well as their 

engagement in religious coping behaviors. 
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Analysis 

 In an effort to establish predictive validity of the SCSORF with regard to attitudes 

about religious coping and use of religious coping strategies, participants’ scores on each 

of the ABC subscales were regressed on their SCSORF scores. Eight separate regression 

analyses were conducted for this step, one for each ABC subscale. This analysis was 

expected to yield a significant positive relationship between each pair of constructs.  

Research Question 8 

 Will the relationship between participants’ scores on the ABC – Behaviors and 

the Brief RCOPE positive scale differ across religious groups? 

Hypothesis 

 ABC – Behavior scores for Christians will be more strongly related to their scores 

on the Brief RCOPE positive scale than for other religious groups. 

Analysis 

In an effort to assess for incremental validity of the ABC – Behaviors, 

participants’ scores on the ABC – Behaviors were correlated with their scores on the 

Brief RCOPE positive scale. Correlations were calculated separately for each religious 

group and the Fisher r-to-z transformation were conducted to assess the significance of 

the difference between correlation values for Christian respondents and respondents 

belonging to other religious groups. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

This study was designed with the purpose of creating and evaluating a widely 

applicable measure of religious coping behaviors. The results are presented in three 

sections. The first section describes the demographic characteristics of the sample and 

reports the reliability statistics for all the measures (and subscales) included in the study. 

The second section explores the research questions related to the factor structure of the 

ABC. This section is further broken down between the factor structure of the attitude 

scale and the behavior scale. Finally, the third section explores the research questions 

related to construct validity of the ABC.  

Descriptive Statistics  

 The sample for the present study included 885 undergraduate students from the 

department of Educational Psychology subject pool at the University of Texas at Austin. 

Students received course credit in exchange for their participation in the study. The 

sample included 360 males (40.7%) and 525 females (59.3%). The sample was 38.7% 

European American (n = 345), 3.6% African American (n = 32), 15.5% Hispanic 

American (n = 137), 35.9% Asian American (n = 318), and 6.0% other (n = 53). The sex 

and ethnic breakdown were representative of the make-up of the Educational Psychology 

subject pool. The religious breakdown of the sample was as follows: 36.4% Christian (n 

= 322), 6.6% Jewish (n = 58), 9.3% Muslim (n = 82), 5.8% Hindu (n = 51), 9.8% 

Buddhist (n = 87), 22.6% Non-believer (n = 200), and 9.6% other (n = 85). 77.7% of the 

sample indicated that they were born in the United States but only 42.9% indicated that 

their parents were born in the United States. 
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 Reliability estimates for each of the measures in the study were calculated. Each 

measure demonstrated good internal consistency as well as split-half reliability. The 

reliability statistics for each measure are shown in Table 10. Reliability evidence for the 

ABC subscales is not included in the table. It will be evaluated after the factor structure 

has been confirmed. 

Table 10:  
Reliability Statistics for Study Measures 
   Cronbach’s  Guttman’s Split-Half 
   Alpha   Coefficient 
1. PRI: Self- 
Acceptance  .864   .751 
2. PRI: Social 
Resourcefulness .874   .835 
3. WORCS: 
External/Social .916   .903 
4. WORCS: 
Internal/Private .951   .945 
5. Benevolent 
Religious 
Reappraisal  .978   .965 
6. Brief RCOPE 
Positive  .962   .936 
7. Brief RCOPE 
Negative  .859   .721 
8. SCSORF 
(Strength of 
Faith)   .972   .963 
 

Confirmatory Factor Analyses 

 This section addresses research questions one and two (as described in Chapter 3). 

Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA) were conducted on the attitude and behavior scales 

of the ABC with the use of the Amos computer program (Version 19.0.0) [Software]. 

CFA was used to confirm the hypothesized factor structures described in Chapter 2 and 

shown in Appendices I and J. Several different fit indices were examined to evaluate 
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model fit. Because !2 has been shown to be sensitive to sample size (Hu & Bentler, 

1999), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), Tucker-Lewis Index 

(TLI), comparative fit index (CFI), and standardized root mean residual (SRMR) were 

also examined (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Kline, 2005). To indicate a good-fitting model, TLI 

and CFI should be " .95, and RMSEA and SRMR should be # .05. TLI and CFI " .90 and 

RMSEA # .08 indicate an adequate-fitting model (Brown & Cudeck, 1993). 

Attitude Scale  

 Based on the previously mentioned fit indices CFA did not indicate a good fit for 

the hypothesized four correlated factors model of the attitude scale. Chi-square was 

significant, !2  (164) = 2254.121, p < .001, indicating a poor fit. The RMSEA also 

indicated a poor fit of the data to the hypothesized model, RMSEA = .093. On the other 

hand, the TLI, CFI and SRMR all indicated an adequate fit of the model to the data, TLI 

= .923, CFI = .933, SRMR = .0532. Through careful examination of the modification 

indices generated by AMOS, three parameters were freed by correlating individual item 

errors with each other (Worthington & Whittaker, 2006). Allowing for correlated errors 

suggests that those items have something in common beyond the shared variance that 

may be accounted for by the factors that they load on and should only be done if the 

correlated errors can be justified by theory. 

The fit indices for each model (over the course of all three modifications) are 

shown in Table 11. As can be seen by the change in chi-square, each successive 

modification resulted in a statistically significantly better fitting model. 
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Table 11: 
Model Comparisons for Attitude Scale, Four-Factor Model 

MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Original 4 Factor 1405.024/164   .093 .923 .933 .0532 
1st Modification 1191.728/163 213.296/1 <.001 .084 .935 .945 .0439 
2nd Modification 1065.215/162 126.513/1 <.001 .079 .943 .951 .0507 
3rd Modification 990.446/161 74.769/1 <.001 .076 .947 .955 .0496 

 
The first modification allowed the errors for items five and six (providing a social 

network and offering a sense of community) to correlate. This modification reduced chi-

square by 213.296 to !2  (163) = 1191.728 (163), p < .001 and decreased the RMSEA to 

.084. Further, the TLI increased to .935, the CFI increased to .945, and the SRMR 

decreased to .0439. 

 Because this modification did not result in a good-fitting model, another 

modification was made. The second modification allowed the errors for items nine and 

ten (providing a system of values and offering guidance, e.g., via scriptures and/or 

leaders) to correlate. This modification reduced chi-square by 126.513 to !2  (162) = 

1065.215, p < .001 and decreased the RMSEA to .079. Further, the TLI increased to .943, 

the CFI increased to .951, and the SRMR increased to .0507. 

It seemed appropriate to make one more modification, which allowed the errors 

for items four and eight (providing opportunities to worship, e.g. attending religious 

ceremonies and services, and providing a religious community to belong to) to correlate. 

This final modification decreased the chi-square by 74.769 to !2 (161) = 990.446 (161), p 

< .001 and decreased the RMSEA to .076. While chi-square still indicated a poor model 

fit, the RMSEA indicated an adequate fit. The TLI also indicated an adequate fit, TLI = 

.947. The CFI and SRMR, however, both indicated a good model fit. The CFI increased 

to .955 and the SRMR decreased to .0496.  
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Although allowing the errors for items four and eight to correlate (providing 

opportunities to worship, e.g. attending religious ceremonies and services, and providing 

a religious community to belong to) ultimately resulted in a better fitting model, it 

decreased the ease of interpretation because these two items did not load on the same 

factor. Because of this, allowing their error terms to correlate suggests the presence of a 

minor factor. Upon examination of the wording of item four, it was understandable why it 

would relate to item eight. The example given within the item about attending religious 

ceremonies and services can confuse the intent of the item to assess for structure provided 

by religion with assessing for sense of community provided by religion.  

Given the potential multidimensionality of item four, it seemed appropriate to test 

the fit of the model without it. If that model showed better fit, then item four should be 

dropped from the final version of the measure.  

The fit indices indicated a satisfactory fit, !2 (144) = 901.819, p < .001, RMSEA = 

.077, TLI = .949, CFI = .957, and SRMR = .0519. Because this model was not nested 

within the original four-factor model, however, change in chi-square was not an 

appropriate way to compare model fit. Instead, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

for both models was examined (Akaike, 1987). The AIC allows for the comparison of 

non-nested models. The measure is not interpreted for a single model; rather it is used 

when comparing models. As such, the absolute value of the index has little meaning. For 

two models estimated with the same data, the one with the smaller AIC is supposed to be 

a better fit (Kenny, 2010). The AIC for the model including item four was 1088.446, and 

the AIC for the model without item four was 993.819. This suggested that the model 
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without item four is a better fit, so that model was therefore retained in lieu of the model 

including item four. 

The final version of the four-factor model of the attitude scale, including two 

correlated errors, achieved minimum recommended criteria and indicated a satisfactory 

fit for the data (Brown & Cudeck, 1993). Factor loadings ranged from .75 to .93, 

indicating that each item is a good measure of the factor on which it loads. The error 

correlations allowed through model modifications ranged from .40 to .49 (p < .01 for 

each), indicating that items five and six and items nine and ten were moderately 

correlated. Factor correlations ranged from .77 to .86 (p < .01 for each), suggesting the 

possibility of a second order factor. The standardized estimates for this model are shown 

in Figure 6 as well as Appendix K. 
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Figure 6. Standardized Estimates for Final Four-Factor Model, ABC – Attitudes 
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 Because of the moderate to strong correlations between the four factors, it seemed 

important to re-estimate the model with the inclusion of a second-order factor. A second-

order factor called Religious Coping was specified, and all four first-order factors were 

indicated as loading on this factor. The two correlated errors were also included in this 

model.  

 Though chi-square for this model was significant (!2 (146) = 915.017, p < .001), 

indicating a poor fit, the CFI (.956) and SRMR (.0517) values suggested a good fit, and 

the RMSEA (.077) and TLI (.948) indicated an adequate model fit. Change in chi-square, 

however, was also significant ($!2(2) = 13.198, p = .001), suggesting the single-order 

model was a better fit. Therefore, the four correlated factors model shown in Appendix K 

was retained as the final structure of the ABC – Attitudes.  

Establishing Factorial Invariance 

 Having confirmed the factor structure of the Attitude scale, the next step was to 

evaluate whether the same factor structure holds across religious groups. This was 

accomplished by assessing for configural invariance. Due to sampling constraints that did 

not allow for separate religious groups of at least 100 participants each, religious groups 

were identified as Christian (n = 322), Non-Christian (n = 278), and Non-Believer (n = 

200). Participants who indicated “other” as their religion were not included in the multi-

group analyses.  

 Prior to evaluating the configural model, model fit was assessed separately for 

each group. The fit indices for each group are shown in Table 12. 
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Table 12: 
Model Fit for Attitude Scale, by Group  

GROUP !2/df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Christians 512.518/144 <.001 .089 .927 .939 .0446 

Non-Christians 420.983/144 <.001 .083 .930 .941 .0647 
Non-Believers 539.430/144 <.001 .117 .892 .909 .0605 

 
 As can be seen from the fit indices, the specified model was a poor fit for the 

Non-Believers group and an adequate fit for the other two groups. It will be important to 

keep this is mind when evaluating the model for measurement invariance. If invariance is 

not supported, it is likely to be a result of constraining values for the Non-Believer group. 

The configural model demonstrated adequate fit, !2(432) = 1473.214, p < .001, 

RMSEA = .055, TLI = .918, CFI = .931, and SRMR = .0446. The next step was to assess 

for metric invariance. This was accomplished by setting factor loadings as equal across 

groups. The metric model also demonstrated adequate fit, !2(462) = 1493.735, p < .001, 

RMSEA = .053, TLI = .924, CFI = .931, and SRMR = .0439. Change in chi-square 

between the two models was not significant ($!2(30) = 20.522, p = .902), lending support 

for metric invariance. Finally, the model was evaluated for scalar invariance. This was 

accomplished by setting indicator intercepts as equal across religious groups while 

allowing factor means to differ. The scalar model also demonstrated adequate fit, !2(492) 

= 1590.595, p < .001, RMSEA = .053, TLI = .924, CFI = .927, and SRMR = .0423. 

However, change in chi-square was significant ($!2(30) = 96.86 , p < .001), indicating 

that the metric model, which allowed the indicator intercepts to vary across groups, was a 

better fit to the data. Standardized estimates for the metric model are shown in Appendix 

L. Table 13 shows the fit indices for the full configural, metric, and scalar models. 
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Table 13: 
Model Comparisons for Measurement Invariance, ABC – Attitudes  
MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 

Configural 1473.214/432   .055 .918 .931 .0446 
Metric  1493.735/462 20.522/30 .902 .053 .924 .931 .0439 
Scalar 1590.595/492 96.86/30 <.001 .053 .924 .927 .0423 
 

At this point, partial scalar invariance was investigated. Partial scalar invariance is 

demonstrated when some, but not all, item intercepts are invariant across groups. Byrne, 

Shavelson, and Muthen (1989) explained that scores on latent variables can be compared 

across groups through the establishment of partial scalar invariance.  Reise, Widaman, 

and Pugh (1993) reported that in order to ensure accurate across-group comparisons, 

however, the majority of the items on each latent variable should have loadings and 

intercepts that are invariant across groups. 

Careful examination of modification indices suggested that several item intercepts 

for the Non-Believers group should be freely estimated. Four intercepts for the Non-

Believers group were freed, one at a time. Table 14 shows the fit indices for each of the 

modifications made. The chi-square value for each successive model is compared to the 

chi-square value for the full metric model to assess for significant change in model fit. 

Table 14: 
Model Comparisons for Partial Scalar Invariance, ABC – Attitudes  

MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Metric  1493.735/462   .053 .924 .931 .0439 
Item 18  1577.178/491 83.443/29 <.001 .053 .925 .928 .0424 
Item 13  1564.105/490 70.370/28 <.001 .052 .925 .929 .0425 
Item 9  1556.321/489 62.586/27 <.001 .052 .926 .929 .0425 
Item 10  1530.206/488 36.471/26 .083 .052 .927 .931 .0433 
 

 
 When assessing for partial scalar invariance across groups, first, the intercept for 

item 18 (providing a helpful way to view the world) was allowed to vary for the Non-
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Believer group while being constrained as equal for the Christian and Non-Christian 

groups. Next, the intercept for item 13 (providing comfort through a relationship with a 

higher power) was also allowed to vary for the Non-Believer group while being 

constrained as equal for the Christian and Non-Christian groups. Third, the intercept for 

item nine (providing a system of values) was allowed to vary for the Non-Believer group 

while being constrained as equal for the Christian and Non-Christian groups. Finally, the 

intercept for item ten (offering guidance, e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) was also 

allowed to vary for the Non-Believer group while being constrained as equal for the 

Christian and Non-Christian groups. As can be seen in Table 14, the final modification 

resulted in a model whose fit was not significantly different from the full metric model. 

Based on Reise et al.’s (1993) recommendations, this partial scalar model would allow 

for accurate comparisons across groups because the majority of items on each factor have 

invariant loadings and intercepts. All three items on the Structure factor have invariant 

loadings and intercepts, and at least four items on each of the remaining factors have 

invariant loadings and intercepts. 

Behavior Scale  

 First, the two-factor model shown in Appendix J was estimated using CFA. The 

commonly used fit indices (!2, RMSEA, TLI, CFI, and SRMR) all indicated a poor fit for 

this model. Through careful examination of the modification indices generated by Amos 

three parameters were freed by correlating individual item errors with each other and 

allowing one item to cross-load on both factors. The first of these modifications allowed 

the errors for items 16 and 18 (providing me a worldview that makes sense of life and 

providing me a helpful way to view the world) to correlate. The second modification 
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allowed item four (providing me opportunities to worship, e.g., attending religious 

ceremonies and services) to cross-load on the Spiritual Involvement factor. The final 

modification allowed the errors for items one and three (providing me overall structure in 

life and providing me a routine) to correlate. As can be seen in Table 15, each of these 

successive modifications resulted in a significantly better fitting model, but even with 

those three modifications, most of the fit indices still indicated a poor fit. 

Table 15: 
Model Comparisons for Behavior Scale, Two-Factor Model 

MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Original 2 Factor 4003.271/169   .160 .857 .872 .0574 
1st Modification 3607.623/168 395.648/1 <.001 .152 .871 .886 .0589 
2nd Modification 3311.913/167 295.710/1 <.001 .146 .881 .895 .0439 
3rd Modification 3048.750/166 263.163/1 <.001 .140 .890 .904 .0455 

 
 Because adding further modifications would make the model difficult to interpret, 

it was decided that the two-factor model supported by EFA was not the best model for the 

behavior scale. As such, the four-factor model supported by the results of the focus 

groups was revisited. This model is shown in Appendix M. 

 CFA on the original four-factor model of the behavior scale revealed a poor fit of 

the data to the model, !2 (164) = 2254.121, p < .001, RMSEA = .120, TLI = .919, CFI = 

.930, SRMR = .0716. Modification indices generated by AMOS suggested that allowing 

items nine and ten (providing me a system of values and offering me guidance, e.g., via 

scriptures and/or leaders) to cross-load on the Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

factor would improve the model fit. These items initially were only allowed to load on 

the Sense of Community factor. While these modifications did improve the model fit (see 

Table 16), they decreased the ease of interpretation of the model. The first modification 

allowed item ten to cross-load on both factors, and the second modification allowed item 
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nine to cross-load on both factors. When items nine and ten were allowed to cross-load 

on the Personal Relationship factor, their loadings on the Sense of Community factor 

went from .79 to .37 and .82 to .37, respectively. Both loaded significantly on the 

Personal Relationship factor (.54 and .59, respectively). The standardized estimates for 

the original model and the model including cross-loading items are shown in Appendices 

N and O, respectively. 

 Because cross-loading items make a model more difficult to interpret, it seemed 

important to assess whether the model shown in Appendix O was a better fitting model 

than allowing items nine and ten to only load on the Personal Relationship factor. These 

changes were assessed incrementally. First, item ten’s loading on the Sense of 

Community factor was constrained to zero while item nine was still allowed to cross-load 

on both factors, and then item nine’s loading on the Sense of Community factor was also 

constrained to zero while item ten was still allowed to cross-load on both factors. Finally, 

both items were only allowed to load on the Personal Relationship factor. These 

modifications are shown in Table 16. Figure 7 shows a step-by-step illustration of the 

modifications made to the initial model. 

Table 16: 
Model Comparisons for Behavior Scale, Four-Factor Model 
MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Original 4 Factor 2254.121/164   .120 .919 .930 .0716 
Item 10 cross-
load 

1848.649/163 405.472/1 <.001 .108 .935 .944 .0588 

Item 9 cross-load 1525.604/162 323.045/1 <.001 .098 .947 .955 .0283 
10 on PR,  
9 cross-load 

1736.147/163 -210.543/-
1 

<.001 .104 .939 .948 .0393 

9 on PR,  
10 cross-load 

1686.157/163 49.99/0 <.001 .103 .941 .949 .0389 

Items 9&10  
on PR only 

1874.699/164 -188.542/-
1 

<.001 .109 .934 .943 .0451 

Note. PR stands for Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 
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Figure 7. Order of modifications for four-factor Behavior model. 

 Because the model allowing both items nine and ten to cross-load on the Sense of 

Community and Personal Relationship with a Higher Power factors was the best-fitting 

model, further modifications were conducted on this model. Through careful examination 

of the modification indices, three more parameters were freed, The first allowed item four 

(providing me opportunities to worship, e.g., attending religious ceremonies and services) 

to cross-load on the Sense of Community factor in addition to the Structure factor, and 

the second allowed the errors for items nine and ten (providing me a system of values and 

offering me guidance, e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) to correlate. Finally, the third 

modification allowed the errors for items five and six (providing me a social network and 

offering me a sense of community) to correlate. The fit indices for the resulting models 

are shown in Table 17 as modifications three, four, and five. The final model, including 

all the modifications, was a good fit according to most criteria, !2 (159) = 1163.584, p < 

.001, RMSEA = .085, TLI = .960, CFI = .967, and SRMR = .0230. The standardized 

estimates for the model including all the modifications described in Table 17 are shown 

in Appendix P. 
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Table 17: 
Model Comparisons for Behavior Scale, Four-Factor Model 

MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Original 4 Factor 2254.121/164   .120 .919 .930 .0716 
1st Modification 1848.649/163 405.472/1 <.01 .108 .935 .944 .0588 
2nd Modification 1525.604/162 323.045/1 <.01 .098 .947 .955 .0283 
3rd Modification 1403.926/161 121.678/1 <.01 .093 .951 .959 .0254 
4th Modification 1295.609/160 108.317/1 <.01 .090 .955 .962 .0252 
5th Modification 1163.584/159 132.025/1 <.01 .085 .960 .967 .0230 
 

 While the above listed modifications ultimately resulted in a good-fitting model, 

the model was difficult to interpret due to several items cross-loading on multiple factors. 

Based on the text of item four, i.e., providing me opportunities to worship (e.g., attending 

religious ceremonies and services), it was understandable that this item would load on 

both the Structure and Sense of Community factors. Opportunities to worship may offer a 

framework for structure for some, while the example given in parentheses may conjure 

images of social support through religion. Based on the text of item nine, i.e., providing 

me a system of values, it was not immediately clear why this item would load on multiple 

factors. The item could imply that respondents might acquire a system of values either 

through their religious community or through their personal relationship with a higher 

power. The text of item ten, i.e., offering me guidance (e.g., via scriptures and/or 

leaders), was more clear in terms of why it loaded on both the Sense of Community and 

Personal Relationship with a Higher Power factors. Respondents could receive guidance 

either from leaders in their religious leaders or from their personal relationship with a 

higher power.  

 Given the multidimensionality of these items, it seemed appropriate to test the fit 

of the model without them. If that model was a better fit, then these three items should be 

dropped from the final version of the measure to improve ease of interpretation.  
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The fit indices indicated a good fit, !2 (112) = 710.500, p < .001, RMSEA = .078, 

TLI = .972, CFI = .977, and SRMR = .0197. Because this model was not nested within 

the original four-factor model, change in chi-square was not an appropriate way to 

compare model fit. Instead, the AIC for both models was examined (Akaike, 1987). The 

AIC for the model that included items four, nine, and ten and allowed them each to cross-

load on two factors was 1265.584. The AIC for the model that did not include items four, 

nine, and ten was 792.500. This suggests that the latter was the better fitting model and 

was therefore retained in lieu of the previously tested models. The standardized estimates 

for this model are shown in Appendix Q. 

 The final version of the four-factor model of the behavior scale, including one 

correlated error, achieved minimum recommended criteria and indicated a satisfactory fit 

for the data (Brown & Cudeck, 1993). Factor loadings ranged from .90 to .97, indicating 

that each item is a good measure of the factor on which it loads. The error correlation 

allowed through model modifications ranged was significant (r = .45, p < .01) suggesting 

that the errors for items five and six were moderately correlated. Factor correlations 

ranged from .74 to .91 (p < .01 for each), suggesting the possibility of a second order 

factor.  

 Because of the moderate to strong correlations between the four factors, it seemed 

important to re-estimate the model with the inclusion of a second-order factor. A second-

order factor called Religious Coping was specified, and all four first-order factors were 

indicated as loading on this factor. The correlated errors were also included in this model.  

 Though chi-square for this model was significant (!2 (114) = 760.857, p < .001), 

indicating a poor fit, the TLI (.970), CFI (.975), and SRMR (.0253) values suggested a 
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good fit, and the RMSEA (.080) indicated an adequate model fit. Change in chi-square, 

however, was also significant ($!2(2) = 50.357, p < .001), suggesting the single-order 

model was a better fit. Therefore, the four correlated factors model shown in Appendix Q 

and Figure 8 will be retained as the final structure of the ABC – Behaviors.  
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Figure 8. Standardized Estimates for Final Four-Factor Model, ABC – Behaviors  
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Establishing Factorial Invariance 

 Having confirmed the factor structure of the Behavior scale, the next step was to 

evaluate whether the same factor structure held across religious groups. This was 

accomplished by assessing for configural invariance. As with the Attitude scale, religious 

groups were identified as Christian (n = 322), Non-Christian (n = 278), and Non-Believer 

(n = 200). Participants who indicated “other” as their religion were not included in the 

multi-group analyses.  

Prior to evaluating the configural model, model fit was assessed separately for 

each group. The fit indices for each group are shown in Table 18. 

Table 18: 
Model Fit for Behavior Scale, by Group  

GROUP !2/df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Christians 352.266/112 <.001 .082 .966 .972 .0249 

Non-Christians 325.507/112 <.001 .083 .963 .970 .0242 
Non-Believers 539.430/144 <.001 .186 .825 .856 .0856 

 

 As can be seen from the fit indices, the specified model is a poor fit for the Non-

Believers group and a good fit for the other two groups. It will be important to keep this 

is mind when evaluating the model for measurement invariance. If invariance is not 

supported, it is likely to be a result of constraining values for the Non-Believer group. 

 The configural model demonstrated adequate fit, !2(338) = 1573.918, p < .001, 

RMSEA = .068, TLI = .929, CFI = .942, and SRMR = .0263. The next step was to assess 

for metric invariance. This was accomplished by setting factor loadings as equal across 

groups. The metric model also demonstrated adequate fit, !2(364) = 1732.391, p < .001, 

RMSEA = .069, TLI = .927, CFI = .935, and SRMR = .0281. Change in chi-square 

between the two models, however, was significant ($!2(26) = 158.473, p < .001), 
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indicating lack of metric invariance. Because the metric model was not supported, scalar 

invariance was not assessed for all three groups. Standardized estimates for the configural 

model (for each group) are shown in Appendices R, S, and T. Table 19 shows the fit 

indices for the full configural and metric models. 

Table 19:  
Model Comparisons for Measurement Invariance, ABC – Behaviors, 3 groups 
MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 

Configural 1573.918/338   .068 .929 .942 .0263 
Metric  1732.391/364 158.473/26 <.001 .069 .927 .935 .0281 
 

 Given that the behavior scale measures respondents’ use of religious coping 

behaviors, Non-Believers may not respond to items in the same way as those who 

identified with a particular religion because they are less likely to engage in religious 

coping. Remember also that the original model was a poor fit for the Non-Believer group. 

Therefore, invariance was evaluated using only the Christian and Non-Christian groups’ 

data. Instead of allowing factor loadings for the Non-Believer group to vary, the entire 

group was dropped from subsequent multi-group analyses due to model identification 

issues. Allowing all loadings and intercepts for one group to vary resulted in an under-

identified model. 

Configural invariance for Christians and Non-Christians was supported, !2(225) = 

680.149, p < .001, RMSEA = .058, TLI = .965, CFI = .971, and SRMR = .0253. The 

metric model was evaluated by setting factor loadings as equal across groups. The metric 

model also demonstrated good fit, !2(238) = 694.306, p < .001, RMSEA = .058, TLI = 

.967, CFI = .971, and SRMR = .0261. Change in chi-square between the two models was 

not significant ($!2(13) = 14.156, p = .363), lending support for metric invariance.  
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Finally, the model was evaluated for scalar invariance by setting item intercepts 

as equal across groups, while allowing factor means to vary. The scalar model also 

demonstrated adequate fit, !2(251) = 722.587, p < .001, RMSEA = .056, TLI = .968, CFI 

= .970, and SRMR = .0262. However, change in chi-square was significant ($!2(13) = 

28.281 , p = .008), indicating that the metric model, which allowed the indicator 

intercepts to vary across groups, was a better fit for the data. Standardized estimates for 

the metric model are shown in Appendix U. Table 20 shows the fit indices for the full 

configural, metric, and scalar models. 

Table 20: 
Model Comparisons for Measurement Invariance, ABC – Behaviors, 2 groups 

MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Configural 680.149/225   .058 .965 .971 .0253 
Metric  694.306/238 14.156/13 .363 .058 .967 .971 .0261 
Scalar 722.587/251 28.281/13 <.001 .056 .968 .970 .0262 

 

At this point, the model was evaluated for partial scalar invariance. Careful 

examination of differences between item intercepts across the two groups indicated that 

several intercepts should be freely estimated. Three intercepts were freed to differ across 

groups, one at a time. Table 21 shows the fit indices for each of the modifications made. 

The chi-square value for each successive model is compared to the chi-square value for 

the full metric model to assess for significant change in model fit. 

Table 21: 
Model Comparisons for Partial Scalar Invariance, ABC – Behaviors  

MODEL !2/df $!2/$df p RMSEA TLI CFI SRMR 
Metric  694.306/238   .058 .967 .971 .0261 
Item 5 717.763/250 23.457/12 <.001 .053 .925 .928 .0262 
Item 6 715.814/449 21.508/11 <.001 .052 .925 .929 .0261 
Item 11 711.614/248 17.308/10 .068 .052 .926 .929 .0261 
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 When assessing for partial scalar invariance across groups, first, the intercept for 

item five (providing me a social network) was allowed to differ for Christians and Non-

Christians. Next, the intercept for item six (providing me a sense of community) was also 

allowed to vary for the across the two groups. Finally, the intercept for item 11 (allowing 

me a personal relationship with a higher power, e.g., God, Jesus, Allah, Krishna, etc.) 

was allowed to differ for Christian and Non-Christian groups. As can be seen in Table 21, 

the final modification resulted in a model whose fit was not significantly different from 

the full metric model. Based on Reise et al.’s (1993) recommendations, this partial scalar 

model would allow for accurate comparisons across groups because the majority of items 

on each factor have invariant loadings and intercepts. All three items on the Structure 

factor have invariant loadings and intercepts, half the items on the Sense of Community 

factor have invariant loadings and intercepts, and at least four items on each of the 

remaining factors have invariant loadings and intercepts. 

Reliability Estimates for ABC 

The final version of the ABC can be seen in Appendix V. Once the final factor 

structure of the ABC was confirmed, reliability estimates were calculated for each 

subscale. As can be seen in Table 22, each subscale demonstrated good internal and split-

half reliability. 
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Table 22: 
Reliability Estimates for ABC Subscales 

ATTITUDE 
SUBSCALES 

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Guttman’s Split- 
Half Coefficient 

Structure .899 .798 
Sense of 
Community .931 .896 

Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power .956 .910 

Worldview .924 .878 
BEHAVIOR 

SUBSCALES   

Structure .946 .836 
Sense of 
Community .969 .958 

Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power .984 .937 

Worldview .974 .934 

Validity 

 In order to assess for construct validity, participants’ scores on the ABC subscales 

were compared to their scores on existing measures of similar constructs. This section 

will address research questions three through seven (as described in Chapter 3). The 

overall correlation matrix with all the coefficients calculated in this section is shown in 

Appendix W. 

Research Question 3 

 Will the participants’ scores on the ABC be related to their scores on the Social 

Resourcefulness and Self-Acceptance scales of the PRI? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between items on the ABC 

measuring the social connectedness aspect of religion and the Social Resourcefulness 

scale of the PRI. There will also be a significant positive relationship between items on 
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the ABC measuring the degree of acceptance afforded by a relationship with a higher 

power and the Self-Acceptance scale of the PRI. 

Analysis 

 This hypothesis was tested by calculating Pearson product-moment correlation 

coefficients. Participants’ scores on the Sense of Community subscales of the Attitude 

and Behavior portions of the ABC were compared to their scores on the Social 

Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. Then, their scores on the Personal Relationship with a 

Higher Power subscales of the Attitude and Behavior portions of the ABC were 

compared to their scores on the Self-Acceptance scale of the PRI. All scales 

demonstrated small, but significant relationships in the expected direction. The 

correlations are shown in Table 23.   

Table 23: 
Correlations, Sense of Community and Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

SUBSCALE PRI: Social  
Resourcefulness 

PRI: Self- 
Acceptance 

Attitude: Sense of  
Community 

.149** - 

Behavior: Sense of 
Community 

.091** - 

Attitude: Personal 
Relationship 

- .067* 

Behavior: Personal  
Relationship 

- .081* 

*p < .05. **p < .01. 
 

As can be seen in Table 23, both Sense of Community subscales correlated 

positively with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. As social resourcefulness 

increased, respondents’ attitudes about the helpfulness of the sense of community 

provided through religion improved. Socially resourceful participants were also more 

likely to turn to their religious communities for support in times of stress. Both Personal 
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Relationship with a Higher Power subscales correlated positively with the Self-

Acceptance scale of the PRI. As respondents’ ability to accept and overcome personal 

strengths and weaknesses in stressful circumstances improved, so did their attitudes about 

the helpfulness of the acceptance offered through a relationship with a higher power. 

Further, the better participants’ were at acceptance across all areas of their life, the more 

likely they were to turn to their relationship with a higher power in times of distress.

 Although all of the relationships were significant, it is necessary to keep in mind 

that the variance accounted for in each of the above cases is relatively small. As such, the 

practical significance of the correlations may be small or inconsequential in some cases. 

This issue will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 

Research Question 4 

  Will the participants’ scores on the ABC community subscales be related to their 

scores on the External/Social scale of the WORCS? If so, how will this relationship 

compare with that of ABC scale scores with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between items on the ABC 

measuring the social connectedness aspect of religion and participants’ scores on the 

External/Social scale of the WORCS. Further, these relationships will be stronger in 

magnitude than those shown with the Sense of Community scales of the ABC with the 

Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. 

Analysis 

 This hypothesis was also tested by calculating correlation coefficients. 

Participants’ scores on the Sense of Community subscales of the Attitude and Behavior 
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portions of the ABC were compared to their scores on the External/Social scale of the 

WORCS. These relationships were then compared to the subscales’ correlations with the 

Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI. The correlations are shown in Table 24. 

Table 24: 
Correlations, Sense of Community and WORCS 

SUBSCALE PRI: Social 
Resourcefulness 

WORCS: 
External/Social 

Attitude: Sense of 
Community .149** .193** 

Behavior: Sense of 
Community .091** .644** 

**p < .01. 
 

As expected, both ABC subscales demonstrated a significant positive relationship 

with the External/Social scale of the WORCS, and the relationship between the WORCS 

scale and the Sense of Community subscale on both the attitude and behavior portions of 

the ABC was greater in magnitude than that with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the 

PRI, indicating that the Sense of Community subscales are more closely related to a 

measure of “social” religious coping behaviors than they are to a measure of social 

resourcefulness in general. As external religious coping increased, so did attitudes about 

the helpfulness of “social” religious coping and engagement in socially grounded 

religious coping behaviors.  

Research Question 5 

 Will the participants’ scores on the ABC be related to their scores on the 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale of the RCOPE? 

Hypothesis 
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 There will be a significant positive relationship between participants’ scores on 

the Worldview subscale of the attitude and behavior scales and their scores on the 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale of the RCOPE. 

Analysis 

 Like with the previous research questions, this hypothesis was tested by 

calculating bivariate correlation coefficients. Participants’ scores on the Worldview 

subscales of the ABC were compared to their scores on the Benevolent Religious 

Reappraisal scale of the RCOPE. As expected, both Worldview subscales correlated 

positively with the Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale of the RCOPE, indicating that 

higher levels of benevolent religious reappraisal were related to greater perceived 

helpfulness of the worldview provided by religion and greater use of the worldview 

offered through religion during times of stress. The correlations are shown in Table 25. 

Table 25: 
Correlations, Worldview and Benevolent Religious Reappraisal 

SUBSCALE Benevolent 
Religious Reappraisal 

Attitude:  
Worldview .385** 

Behavior:  
Worldview .750** 

**p < .01 level 
 

Research Question 6 

 Will the participants’ scores on the ABC be related to their scores on the Brief 

RCOPE? 

Hypothesis 

 There will be a significant positive relationship between the items on the attitude 

and behavior portions of the ABC and the positive religious coping items on the Brief 
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RCOPE. There will be no relationship between either the attitude or behavior portions of 

the ABC and the negative religious coping items on the Brief RCOPE. 
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Analysis 

 This hypothesis was tested by calculating bivariate correlation coefficients. 

Participants scores on all of the ABC subscales were compared to their scores on the 

positive and negative subscales of the Brief RCOPE. As can be seen in Table 26, all ABC 

subscales demonstrated significant positive relationships with the positive scale of the 

Brief RCOPE. Though some of the ABC subscales also showed significant positive 

correlations with the negative scale of the Brief RCOPE, these values were much smaller 

than their correlations with the positive scale. These values indicate that higher levels of 

positive religious coping behaviors are related to greater use of the coping strategies 

assessed by the ABC – Behaviors as well as better attitudes about the helpfulness of the 

strategies assessed by the ABC – Attitudes. 

Table 26: 
Correlations, ABC and Brief RCOPE 

SUBSCALE Brief RCOPE: 
Positive 

Brief RCOPE: 
Negative 

Attitude: Structure .399** .036 
Attitude: Sense of 

Community .335** .045 

Attitude: Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power .481** .072* 

Attitude: Worldview .438** .074* 
Behavior: Structure .795** .229** 
Behavior: Sense of 

Community .659** .227* 

Behavior: Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power .834** .195** 

Behavior: Worldview .760** .201** 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 

 

Research Question 7 

 Will strength of religious faith (SCSORF) predict students’ attitudes about and 

actual engagement in religious coping behaviors (ABC)? 
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Hypothesis 

 Strength of religious faith will account for a statistically significant amount of 

variance in attitudes about and use of religious coping; it will be positively related to 

participants’ attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping as well as their 

engagement in religious coping behaviors. 

Analysis 

 This hypothesis was tested by running eight separate regression analyses. In the 

first, participants’ scores on the Structure subscale of the ABC – Attitudes were regressed 

on their SCSORF scores. The overall regression was significant, R2 = .167, F [1, 883] = 

177.084, p < .001. The standardized coefficient (%) for strength of faith was .409 (t [883] 

= 13.307, p < .001), meaning that for every standard deviation increase in faith, one can 

expect a .409 standard deviation increase in attitudes about the helpfulness of the 

structure offered by religion. The next analysis regressed participants’ scores on the 

Sense of Community subscale of the ABC – Attitudes on their SCSORF scores. This 

regression was also significant, R2 = .129, F[1, 883] = 131.206, p < .001. The % for 

strength of faith in this analysis was .360 (t [883] = 11.455, p < .001), meaning that for 

each standard deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .360 standard deviation 

increase in attitudes about the helpfulness of the sense of community offered by religion. 

Participants’ scores on the Personal Relationship with a Higher Power subscale of the 

ABC – Attitudes were then regressed on their SCSORF scores. The overall regression 

was significant, R2 = .225, F[1, 883] = 256.927, p < .001. For this regression, the % for 

strength of faith was .475 (t [883] = 16.029, p < .001), meaning that for each standard 

deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .475 standard deviation increase in the 
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attitudes about the helpfulness of the personal relationship with a higher power offered 

through religion. Then, respondents’ scores on the Worldview subscale of the ABC – 

Attitudes were regressed on their SCSORF scores. Like the previous three, this regression 

was also significant, R2 = .205, F[1, 883] = 228.330, p < .001. For this regression, the % 

for strength of faith was .453 (t [883] = 15.111, p < .001), meaning that for each standard 

deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .453 standard deviation increase in the 

attitudes about the helpfulness of the worldview offered by religion. 

The same four analyses described in the preceding paragraph were conducted for 

respondents’ scores on the ABC – Behaviors subscales. In the first, participants’ scores 

on the Structure subscale of the ABC – Behaviors were regressed on their SCSORF 

scores. The overall regression was significant, R2 = .696, F [1, 883] = 2023.965, p < .001. 

The standardized coefficient (%) for strength of faith was .834 (t [883] = 44.989, p < 

.001), meaning that for every standard deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .834 

standard deviation increase in coping behaviors that rely on the structure provided by 

religion to reduce stress. The next analysis regressed participants’ scores on the Sense of 

Community subscale of the ABC – Behaviors on their SCSORF scores. This regression 

was also significant, R2 = .575, F [1, 883] = 1194.276, p < .001. The % for strength of 

faith in this analysis was .758 (t [883] = 34.558, p < .001), meaning that for each standard 

deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .758 standard deviation increase in coping 

behaviors that rely on the sense of community provided by religion to reduce stress. 

Participants’ scores on the Personal Relationship with a Higher Power subscale of the 

ABC – Behaviors were then regressed on their SCSORF scores. The overall regression 

was significant, R2 = .691, F [1, 883] = 1972.192, p < .001. For this regression, the % for 
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strength of faith was .831 (t [883] = 44.409, p < .001), meaning that for each standard 

deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .831 standard deviation increase in coping 

behaviors that rely on the personal relationship with a higher power offered through 

religion to reduce stress. Finally, respondents’ scores on the Worldview subscale of the 

ABC – Behaviors were regressed on their SCSORF scores. Like the previous three, this 

regression was also significant, R2 = .662, F [1, 883] = 1731.527, p < .001. For this 

regression, the % for strength of faith was .814 (t [883] = 41.612, p < .001), meaning that 

for each standard deviation increase in faith, one can expect a .814 standard deviation 

increase in coping behaviors that rely on the worldview offered by religion as a way to 

reduce stress. 

Research Question 8 

 Will the relationship between participants’ scores on the ABC – Behaviors and 

the Brief RCOPE positive scale differ across religious groups? 

Hypothesis 

 ABC – Behavior scores for Christians will be more strongly related to their scores 

on the Brief RCOPE positive scale than for other religious groups. 

Analysis 

In an effort to assess for incremental validity of the ABC – Behaviors, 

participants’ scores on the ABC were correlated with their scores on the Brief RCOPE 

positive scale. The correlation analysis was broken down by religious group in order to 

allow for comparison of correlation values. The Fisher transformation (Fisher, 1915) was 

used to test the significance of the difference between correlation values for the Christian 

group and Non-Christian group. Only Christians and Non-Christians were included in 
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this analysis because lack of scalar invariance for Non-Believers (on the ABC – 

Behaviors) suggests that Non-Believers do not respond to items on the ABC – Behaviors 

in the same way as Christians and Non-Christians. As such, their scores on the ABC 

cannot accurately be compared to the scores of Christians and Non-Christians.  

Each factor score (i.e., Structure, Sense of Community, Personal Relationship 

with a Higher Power, and Worldview) was correlated with the total score on the Brief 

RCOPE positive scale, for Christians and Non-Christians separately. As can be seen from 

the values shown in Table 27, the magnitude and direction of the difference between 

correlation values was different for each factor. In almost all cases, the relationship with 

the RCOPE positive was stronger for Christians than Non-Christians. The significance of 

the difference between values across groups was tested using the Fisher transformation. 

This transformation was calculated with the help of a program developed by Lowry 

(2001) that transforms the difference between correlation values to a Z-score that can be 

applied to assess the significance of the difference. 

Table 27: 
ABC – Behaviors Correlations with Brief RCOPE Positive, by Group 

 GROUP Structure Sense of 
Community 

Personal Relationship 
with a Higher Power Worldview 

Christian 
(n=322) .787** .702** .796** .779** Brief 

RCOPE 
positive 

Non-
Christian 
(n=278) 

.761** .546** .816** .685** 

Fisher’s Z 0.79 3.14** -0.69 2.48** 
**p < .01. 

 

For the Structure subscale, the difference between the correlation values for each 

group was .026 (z = 0.79, p = .2148, one-tailed). For the Sense of Community subscale, 

the difference between groups was .156 (z = 3.14, p = .0008, one-tailed). For the Personal 
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Relationship with a Higher Power subscale, the difference between groups was -.026 (z = 

-0.69, p = .7562, one-tailed). Finally, the difference between groups for the Worldview 

subscale was .094 (z = 2.48, p = .0066, one-tailed).  

The fact that the Brief RCOPE positive scale (see items one through seven in 

Appendix E) does not have items that specifically assess the kinds of behaviors measured 

by the Sense of Community and Worldview subscales may have affected the magnitude 

of the difference in relationships between groups. To make sure this was not the case, 

correlations between these subscales and the WORCS External/Social scale and the 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale, respectively, were also examined. These values, 

along with the Fisher’s Z value for the differences are shown in Table 28. As expected, 

the Christian group showed stronger relationships with each of the previously existing 

measures, but neither difference was significant. 

Table 28: 
ABC – Behavior Correlations with Existing Measures, by Group 

 GROUP Sense of 
Community Worldview 

Christian 
(n=159) .637** - WORCS 

External/ 
Social Non-Christian 

(n=237) .548** - 

Christian 
(n=159) - .768** Benevolent 

Religious 
Reappraisal Non-Christian 

(n=237) - .715** 

Fisher’s Z 1.33 1.14 
**p < .01. 

 

The difference between Christians and Non-Christians for the relationship 

between the Sense of Community subscale and the WORCS External/Social scale was 

.089 (z = 1.33, p = .0918, one-tailed). The difference between Christians and Non-
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Christians for the relationship between the Worldview subscale and the Benevolent 

Religious Reappraisal scale was .053 (z = 1.14, p = .1271, one-tailed). 
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Chapter 5: Discussion  

 The goal of this study was to build on previous attempts to measure religious 

coping and develop a valid and reliable instrument that can effectively measure religious 

coping and be applied to a wide range of belief systems. More specifically, this study 

builds on my previous efforts to develop a measure of religious coping with the ultimate 

goal of creating a measure of religious coping behaviors that is shown to measure the 

same construct across a broad range of religious groups. 

 This study utilized structural equation modeling techniques to confirm the factor 

structure of the attitude and behavior scales of Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in 

Coping (ABC; Shah et al., 2010). It also used correlation and regression analyses to 

assess the construct validity of the ABC. This included comparing participants’ ABC 

scores to their scores on existing measures of similar and dissimilar constructs in an effort 

to evaluate convergent and discriminant validity of the ABC. Regression was used to 

assess for predictive validity of strength of religious faith, as measured by the SCSORF, 

with regard to respondents’ attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping and their 

endorsement of religious coping behaviors, as measured by the attitude and behaviors 

scales of the ABC. 

 This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section provides a summary 

of results and discussion of the study. The second section discusses possible limitations 

of the study and potential directions for future research. Finally, the last section discusses 

implications for the field of counseling psychology. 
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Summary of Results and Discussion 

Final Factor Structure of ABC – Attitudes 

 The hypothesized, single-order factor structure of the ABC – Attitudes was 

supported by confirmatory factor analysis. The four factors supported were Structure, 

Sense of Community, Personal Relationship with a Higher Power, and Worldview. 

Modification indices suggested that allowing several correlated errors would significantly 

improve the model fit, which was the case. When modifying models by adding correlated 

errors, it is important to be able to justify the modifications theoretically (Keith, 2006). 

Further, it is important to keep in mind that while allowing a few correlated errors will 

not significantly impact the interpretability of the model, too many correlated errors can 

change the nature of what is being measured.  

Closer review of item content indicated that it seemed plausible for certain items 

to have something in common beyond the factor on which they loaded. For example, the 

errors for items five and six (providing a social network and offering a sense of 

community) were moderately correlated (r = .49, p < .01) in the final model. Upon closer 

examination of the other items loading on the Sense of Community factor, i.e., items 

seven through ten, (shown in Appendix B), items five and six seem to tap the provision of 

a general sense of community whereas the other items ask about community as related to 

beliefs or religion. Therefore, it makes sense that those two items would have something 

in common above and beyond what is accounted for by the Sense of Community factor. 

 Modification indices also indicated that the errors for items nine and ten 

(providing a system of values and offering guidance, e.g., via scriptures and/or leaders) 

should be allowed to correlate. In the final model, these two errors were also moderately 
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correlated (r = .40, p < .01). Closer review of item content revealed that these items had 

initially been developed for the Moral Code theme generated by the focus groups 

described in Chapter 2. While they both loaded strongly (.75 and .78, respectively) on the 

Sense of Community factor for the ABC – Attitudes, it makes sense that perhaps what 

they have in common above and beyond what is measured by the Sense of Community 

factor is linked to what they were originally intended to assess for, the provision of a 

moral code. 

 Lastly, modification indices indicated that the error for item four (providing 

opportunities to worship, e.g., attending religious ceremonies and services) should be 

allowed to correlate with the error for item eight (providing a religious community to 

belong to). Allowing these errors to correlate, however, resulted in increased difficulty of 

interpretation of the model because items four and eight did not load on the same factor. 

Item four loaded on the Structure factor, while item eight loaded on the Sense of 

Community factor. Because of this, allowing their errors to correlate suggests the 

presence of a minor factor. Upon closer examination of item content, it seems like the 

example given in item four about attending religious ceremonies and services could 

confuse the intent of the item to assess for structure provided by religion with assessing 

for sense of community provided by religion. Due to the multidimensionality of the item, 

the Attitude scale was re-evaluated without it, and unsurprisingly, the model without item 

four demonstrated a better fit than the model that included item four (and the correlated 

error with item eight). 

Dropping items can have implications on the strength of the factor structure 

(Worthington & Whittaker, 2006), and this was taken into account before deciding to 
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remove items from the final version of the ABC - Attitudes. Costello and Osbourne 

(2005) recommended a minimum of three items per factor. Because each factor of the 

Attitude scale had at least three items that loaded strongly on it after removing 

multidimensional items, dropping items was not deemed problematic in this instance. 

Factorial Invariance of ABC – Attitudes  

 The factor structure is the same for Christians, Non-Christians, and Non-

Believers. This means that full configural invariance was supported for the ABC – 

Attitudes. The pattern of factor loadings is also the same for Christians, Non-Christians, 

and Non-Believers. This means that full metric invariance was supported for the ABC – 

Attitudes. Configural and metric invariance are conditions that must be met in order to 

eventually be able to assess for scalar invariance, which will allow for accurate 

comparison of mean scores across religious groups. While full scalar invariance was not 

supported, there was evidence of partial scalar invariance. Lack of scalar invariance 

suggests that differences in item means may be caused by more than just differences in 

factor means; they could be related to variables unrelated to the common factors, such as 

cultural norms.  Response biases caused by variables such as differing cultural norms can 

cause problems with the comparison of mean scores across groups, particularly when the 

bias is not equivalent across groups (Gregorich, 2006). 

The presence of partial scalar invariance is encouraging because scalar invariance 

allows for comparison of mean scores across groups. It indicates that the items measure 

the same construct in similar ways across all groups and that any differences are due to 

differences in factor means. It is important to note that scalar invariance was not 

demonstrated for all items on the attitude scale. 
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 The groups included in the multi-group analyses were Christian, Non-Christian, 

and Non-Believer. In order to achieve partial scalar invariance, intercepts for items nine, 

ten, thirteen, and eighteen (see Appendix B) were allowed to vary for the Non-Believer 

group. This suggests that non-believers did not respond to these items in the same way as 

participants who identified with a religious orientation. Because the majority of items on 

each factor have invariant loadings and intercepts, mean scores can still be compared 

across groups, even though full scalar invariance was not demonstrated (Reise et al., 

1993). 

Final Factor Structure of ABC – Behaviors 

 The hypothesized two-factor structure of the ABC – Behaviors did not 

demonstrate a good fit for the data. The two-factor model was hypothesized based on the 

results of exploratory factor analysis reported in Chapter 2. Because this model was not 

supported, the initially hypothesized four-factor model was evaluated. Confirmatory 

factor analysis supported this model, with the inclusion of several modifications. The four 

factors were the same as those supported for the Attitude scale, Structure, Sense of 

Community, Personal Relationship with a Higher Power, and Worldview. 

 Modification indices suggested that allowing several correlated errors as well as 

allowing several items to cross-load on multiple factors would significantly improve the 

model fit. While this was the case, allowing multiple items to cross-load on two factors 

each decreased the interpretability of the model. Upon closer review of item content, it 

seemed to make intuitive sense to drop some items from the scale. For example, as 

explained in Chapter 4, the best-fitting model that included these both items nine and ten 

(providing me a system of values and offering me guidance, e.g., via scriptures and/or 
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leaders) allowed them both to cross-load on the Sense of Community and Personal 

Relationship with a Higher Power factors. Closer review of item content revealed that 

these items had initially been developed for the Moral Code theme generated by the focus 

groups described in Chapter 2. Thus, it made sense why they did not clearly load on 

either the Sense of Community factor or the Personal Relationship with a Higher Power 

factor. This revelation could also account for the covariance of the item errors. Given the 

multidimensionality of these items, the four-factor model of the behavior scale was re-

evaluated without items nine and ten.  Unsurprisingly, this model demonstrated a better 

fit than the one that included both items nine and ten.  

 The modification indices also suggested that item four (providing me 

opportunities to worship, e.g., attending religious ceremonies and services) should be 

allowed to cross-load on both the Structure and Sense of Community factors. Upon closer 

examination of item content, it seems that the example given in item four about attending 

religious ceremonies and services might confuse the intent of the item to assess for 

structure provided by religion with assessing for sense of community provided by 

religion. Due to the multidimensionality of the item, the Behavior scale was re-evaluated 

without it, and unsurprisingly, the model without item four demonstrated a better fit than 

the model that included item four (and allowed it to cross-load). 

Closer review of item content suggested that it would also be plausible for certain 

items to have something in common beyond the factor on which they loaded. For 

example, the errors for items five and six (providing a social network and offering a sense 

of community) were moderately correlated (r = .45, p < .01) in the final model. Upon 

closer examination of the remaining items loading on the Sense of Community factor, 
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i.e., items seven and eight, (shown in Appendix B), items five and six seem to tap the 

provision of a general sense of community whereas the other items ask about community 

as related to beliefs or religion. Therefore, it makes sense that those two items would 

have something in common above and beyond what is accounted for by the Sense of 

Community factor. 

 Like with the Attitude scale, because each factor of the Behavior scale had at least 

three items that loaded strongly on it after removing multidimensional items, dropping 

items was not deemed problematic in this instance (Costello & Osbourne, 2005). 

Factorial Invariance of ABC – Behaviors 

The factor structure of the ABC – Behaviors is the same for Christians, Non-

Christians, and Non-Believers. This means that full configural invariance was supported 

for the ABC – Behaviors. The pattern of factor loadings was not the same for all groups, 

however, indicating a lack of support for metric invariance. The groups included in the 

initial multi-group analysis were Christian, Non-Christian, and Non-Believer. This 

indicates that while the same factor structure holds across all three groups, the items are 

not measuring the same construct across groups. Because metric invariance was not 

supported, it was not possible to test for scalar invariance across all groups, meaning that 

mean scores cannot be accurately compared across groups.  

Given that the behavior scale measures respondents’ use of religious coping 

behaviors, it makes intuitive sense that Non-Believers may not respond to items in the 

same way as those who identified with a particular religion. By definition, Non-Believers 

are less likely to engage in religious coping behaviors than are individuals who identify 

with a particular religion. Given this hypothesis, invariance was tested using only the 
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Christian and Non-Christian groups’ data. As expected, both full configural and full 

metric invariance were supported for these groups, indicating that the items on the 

behavior scale measure the same constructs across groups.  

While full scalar invariance was not supported, there was evidence of partial 

scalar invariance. This finding is encouraging because scalar invariance allows for 

comparison of mean scores across groups. It indicates that the items measure the same 

construct in similar ways across all groups and that any differences are due to difference 

in factor means. It is important to note that scalar invariance was not demonstrated for all 

items on the behavior scale. 

The groups included in the final multi-group analyses were Christian and Non-

Christian. In order to achieve partial scalar invariance, intercepts for items five, six, and 

eleven (see Appendix B) were allowed to vary across groups. This suggests that 

Christians and Non-Christians did not respond to these items in the same way. Closer 

examination of item content indicates that something about the social network or sense of 

community provided by religion taps into potential biases or differences in norms 

(unrelated to the common factors) between Christian-based religions and other religions. 

That also seems to be the case regarding the allowance of a relationship with a higher 

power offered through religion. Further research is needed to determine what biases 

could be causing the difference across groups. Based on Reise et al.’s (1993) 

recommendations, however, this partial scalar model would allow for accurate 

comparisons across groups because the majority of items on each factor have invariant 

loadings and intercepts. It is important to note that because Non-Believers were not 

included in the final scalar model, it is not possible to accurately compare their mean 
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scores on the ABC – Behaviors to the mean scores of Christians or Non-Christian 

believers. 

Attitudes versus Behaviors 

It is noteworthy that while the item content is essentially the same on the attitude 

and behavior scales (see Appendix B), the items do not seem to behave in the same way. 

This is evidenced by the fact that scalar invariance was supported across all groups for 

the ABC – Attitudes while metric invariance was only supported across Christians and 

Non-Christians for the ABC – Behaviors. While the results of the exploratory factor 

analysis reported in Chapter 2 suggested that respondents seem to conceptualize attitudes 

about the helpfulness of religion in coping differently than they do their religious coping 

behaviors, the results of the confirmatory analyses indicate otherwise. The initially 

hypothesized four-factor model was supported in both scales, implying that respondents 

do indeed categorize their attitudes about religion in coping the same way that they 

categorize their religious coping behaviors. The fact that partial scalar invariance was 

supported for the attitude scale, but not for the behavior scale suggests that while 

Christians, Non-Christians, and Non-Believers all conceptualize their attitudes about the 

helpfulness of religion in coping the same way, this is not the case for how they 

conceptualize their religious coping behaviors. First, it is likely that Non-Believers do not 

engage in religious coping behaviors, which may have impacted how they responded to 

the items. Further, it seems as though Christians and Non-Christians think of some of 

their religious coping behaviors in different ways, even though they seem to categorize 

the behaviors into the same common factors (as evidenced by support for partial scalar 

invariance). 
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Validity 

In addition to structural validity, the ABC also demonstrated construct validity in 

many ways. It was significantly positively related to existing measures of similar 

constructs and showed minimal to no relationship with existing measures of dissimilar 

constructs. For example, each subscale of the ABC showed moderate to strong 

relationships with the Brief RCOPE positive scale (see Table 26), indicating that the 

ABC does indeed tap positive religious coping behaviors, as intended. Further, though 

some subscales correlated significantly with the Brief RCOPE negative scale, the 

relationships were weak (see Table 26). The significant relationships could be due to the 

notion that people who engage in positive religious coping behaviors are more likely to 

engage in any kind of religious coping behavior, implying that they may also engage in 

negative coping behaviors. That the ABC subscales correlated more strongly with the 

positive scale of the Brief RCOPE suggests that the items are more indicative of positive 

coping behaviors than negative ones. 

Further, the Sense of Community subscale on the ABC – Behaviors demonstrated 

a stronger relationship with the External/Social scale of the WORCS (r = .644, p < .01) 

than it did with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI (r = .093, p < .01), suggesting 

that the items on the Sense of Community factor measure more than social 

resourcefulness in coping; they measure socially grounded religious coping behaviors. 

This difference in relationships is indicative of discriminant validity of the ABC.  

The Sense of Community subscale on the ABC – Attitudes also demonstrated a 

stronger relationship with the External/Social scale of the WORCS (r = .193, p < .01) 

than the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI (r = .149, p < .01). This difference may 
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also be indicative of discriminant validity of the Sense of Community subscale; like with 

the ABC – Behaviors, it suggests that the items on the Sense of Community factor 

measure more than social resourcefulness in coping; they measure attitudes about socially 

grounded religious coping behaviors. However, because the correlation values are small 

in both cases, it is important to keep in mind that the variance accounted for is almost 

inconsequential. For example, the variance in the Sense of Community factor (on the 

attitude scale) accounted for by its relationship to the External/Social scale is 3.72%. The 

variance in the Sense of Community factor accounted for by its relationship to the Social 

Resourcefulness scale is even smaller: 2.22%. The lack of any practically significant 

relationships with the Sense of Community factor of the ABC – Attitudes may be due to 

the fact that while the WORCS and PRI scales measure actual use of behaviors, the ABC 

– Attitudes only measures attitudes about behaviors. 

It is noteworthy that the Sense of Community subscale on the ABC – Attitudes 

was more strongly correlated with the Social Resourcefulness scale of the PRI (r = .149, 

p < .01) than the Sense of Community subscale of the ABC – Behaviors (r = .091, p < 

.01). This difference could indicate that the way people think about socially grounded 

religious coping behaviors is different from how they engage in those same behaviors. 

The former seems to more closely resemble respondents’ level of social resourcefulness 

than the latter. 

It is also noteworthy that while the relationship between the Personal Relationship 

with a Higher Power subscales and the Self-Acceptance scale of the PRI were significant 

(Attitude scale: r = .067, p < .05; Behavior scale: r = .081, p < .05), the magnitude of the 

relationships was small. Upon closer examination of item wordings, it seems that the 
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Self-Acceptance scale may be closer linked to the Personal Relationship with a Higher 

Power factor in theory than in actual practice. The items on the Self-Acceptance scale 

focus on the ability to accept oneself without introducing any outside factors while the 

items on the Personal Relationship with a Higher Power subscales attempt to measure 

how helpful a connection with a higher power is in allowing individuals to accept 

themselves. 

Lastly, the Worldview subscales on both the Attitude and Behaviors scales of the 

ABC demonstrated significant positive correlations with the use of benevolent religious 

reappraisal. There was a moderate correlation between the ABC – Attitudes Worldview 

subscale and the Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale (r = .385, p < .01) and a strong 

correlation between the ABC – Behaviors Worldview subscale and the Benevolent 

Religious Reappraisal scale (r = .750, p < .01). The stronger relationship with the 

behavior items is likely tied to the fact that both scales measured behaviors, while the 

attitude items measured perceptions of helpfulness. 

In general, correlations between the ABC – Attitudes subscales and other 

measures tended to be smaller in magnitude (r-values ranged from .067 to .485) than 

those between ABC – Behaviors and the other included measures. (r-values ranged from 

.091 to .834). This difference in correlation values is likely due to the fact that while the 

ABC – Attitudes measures respondents’ attitudes about religious coping behaviors, the 

other measures in the study, including the ABC – Behaviors, measure respondents’ 

degree of engagement in specific coping behaviors. While the actual coping strategies in 

question may be related, the way respondents are asked to think about them is different.  
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Additionally, strength of religious faith was a significant predictor of respondents’ 

attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping as well as their use of religious coping 

behaviors in times of stress. It accounted for 16.7% of variance in attitudes about the 

helpfulness of the structure provided by religion and 69.6% of variance in religious 

coping behaviors that are grounded in the structure provided by religion. Strength of faith 

also accounted for 12.9% of variance in attitudes about the helpfulness of the community 

provided by religion and 57.5% of the variance in socially grounded religious coping 

behaviors. Additionally, strength of religious faith accounted for 22.5% of variance in 

attitudes about the helpfulness of a personal relationship with a higher power and 69.1% 

of variance in coping behaviors that relied on a personal relationship with a higher power. 

Finally, faith accounted for 20.5% of variance in attitudes about the helpfulness of the 

worldview provided by religion and 66.2% of variance in coping behaviors that relied on 

the worldview provided by religion. 

Unsurprisingly, for all subscales, strength of faith was a stronger predictor of 

behaviors than it was of attitudes. This is likely due to the fact Non-Believers were 

included in both sets of analyses. Many Non-Believers tend to have positive attitudes 

towards the helpfulness of religious coping for others, even though they may not engage 

in any of those behaviors themselves. This discrepancy likely had a significant impact on 

the results of the regression analyses. 

Finally, in an effort to assess for incremental validity of the ABC – Behaviors, the 

relationships shown in Table 26, i.e., between the ABC – Behaviors and the Brief 

RCOPE positive scale, were further examined by calculating each correlation separately 

for the Christian and Non-Christian groups. Only Christians and Non-Christians were 
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included in this analysis because lack of scalar invariance for Non-Believers (on the ABC 

– Behaviors) suggests that Non-Believers do not respond to items on the ABC – 

Behaviors in the same way as Christians and Non-Christians. As such, their scores on the 

ABC cannot accurately be compared to the scores of Christians and Non-Christians. 

These values are shown in Tables 27, along with the Fisher’s Z value for the difference in 

values between each group.  

Though there were differences between ABC – Behavior relationships with the 

Brief RCOPE positive scale for Christians and Non-Christians, not all of the differences 

were statistically significant. There were significantly stronger relationships between the 

Sense of Community and Worldview subscales with the Brief RCOPE positive scale for 

the Christian group, but no significant difference for the Structure and Personal 

Relationship with a Higher Power subscales. Significant differences in correlations for 

Christians versus Non-Christians indicate that the Brief RCOPE may be a better measure 

of certain behaviors for Christians than it is for Non-Christians. In this case, the ABC – 

Behaviors seems to be a more appropriate measure of community and worldview related 

religious coping behaviors than the Brief RCOPE. Non-significant findings imply that the 

Brief RCOPE is as good a measure of religious coping behaviors for Christians as it is for 

Non-Christians; the fact that it was validated primarily within Christian populations 

(Pargament et al., 1999) does not impact its utility to measure religious coping behaviors 

related to structure and a personal relationship with a higher power in Non-Christian 

populations.  

It is important to note that the differences for the Sense of Community and 

Worldview subscales could have been impacted by the fact that the Brief RCOPE (see 
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Appendix E) does not include items that specifically measure the constructs assessed by 

those ABC subscales. As such, it seemed necessary to examine group differences in the 

relationship between the Sense of Community subscale and the WORCS External/Social 

scale as well as the relationship between the Worldview subscale and the Benevolent 

Religious Reappraisal scale. These values are shown in Tables 28, along with the Fisher’s 

Z value for the difference in values between each group. 

Although there was no significant difference between Christians and Non-

Christians in the correlations between the Sense of Community scores and the WORCS 

External/Social scale (z = 1.33, p = .0918, one-tailed), there did seem to be a trend 

suggesting that the External/Social scale of the WORCS, a validated measure of religious 

coping behaviors, does not measure socially-grounded religious coping behaviors as well 

for Non-Christian respondents as it does for Christian respondents. It suggests that the 

Sense of Community subscale of the ABC – Behaviors may be a more appropriate 

measure of community related religious coping behaviors for Non-Christian populations 

than the External/Social scale of the WORCS. 

There also was not a significant difference between Christians and Non-Christians 

in the correlations between the Worldview subscale and the Benevolent Religious 

Reappraisal scale (z = 1.14, p = .1271, one-tailed). There did, however, seem to be a very 

minor trend suggesting that the Benevolent Religious Reappraisal scale might be more 

accurate when used in Christian populations as opposed to Non-Christian populations. 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

There are several limitations to this study. First and foremost, because the current 

sample consists only of university students recruited from a specific geographic area, the 
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generalizability of these findings is limited. Further, due to the nature of participant 

demographics, it is likely that many respondents may not have fully developed their 

religious identities. Fowler (1981) described the stages of faith development as related to 

cognitive development. His stage theory incorporates six stages that tend to occur over 

the course of a person’s life and predicts that the majority of college students will be at 

stage four. The fourth stage, Individuative versus Reflective Faith is characterized by 

double development as individuals’ self (identity) and outlook (worldview) are 

differentiated from those of others. It is common for young adults, particularly college 

students, to begin to question and re-evaluate their belief systems when they are away 

from home for the first time (Das & Harries, 1996). Future studies should seek to broaden 

their scope of inquiry to include a wider age range as a potential solution to this problem. 

 There are also several limitations to this study with regard to construct validity 

evidence for the ABC. Firstly, the Self-Acceptance scale of the PRI did not seem to be an 

appropriate way to assess construct validity of the Personal Relationship with a Higher 

Power subscales of the ABC. Second, the construct validity of the Structure subscales 

was not assessed. In future work with the ABC, it will be important to validate these 

measures through comparisons with existing measures of similar constructs. Further, it 

would be useful demonstrate discriminant validity for the ABC – Attitudes, to show that 

it measures something separate from the ABC – Behaviors.  

 Additionally, though exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses were 

conducted on separate samples, as recommended by Worthington and Whittaker (2006), 

the results of the confirmatory analyses were not cross-validated on a separate sample. It 

will be important to replicate the final factor structure, including all re-specifications 
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conducted based on modification indices, in new samples before using the ABC to 

predict outcomes (Worthington & Whittaker, 2006). 

Also, like most studies that have examined the role of religion in the coping 

process, this study required participants to report retrospectively on which coping 

strategies they employ in times of stress (Fabricatore, Handal, Rubio, & Gilner, 2004). 

This brings to light a potential problem: participants’ reports have the potential to be 

biased by their current mood state and the likely resolution of the stressor. It is important 

to examine how coping strategies affect individuals in the moment, when they are dealing 

with the stressor(s), in order to confidently attribute variability in outcomes (e.g. mental 

health, physical health, perceived stress, life satisfaction, etc.) to the coping strategies 

employed. As such, future research should consider recruiting participants who are 

concurrently dealing with a particular stressor, particularly when comparing coping 

strategies to specific outcomes. While this may limit the generalizability of the results, it 

could greatly improve the internal validity. 

Another threat to the study’s internal validity is the reliance on self-report 

measures. These can introduce such issues as measurement error and social desirability 

biases. Future research should attempt to include objective outcome measures wherever 

possible. 

 Additionally, in terms of homogeneity of participants, this sample is likely to be 

over-representative of Christian traditions. Due to sampling constraints, several different 

religious traditions were grouped together to form a “Non-Christian” group. The Non-

Christian group included Muslims, Hindus, Jews, and Buddhists. Keith (2006) 

recommends a minimum sample size of 100 for factor analysis. As such, it seems 
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appropriate that groups should have at least 100 respondents in order to be included in a 

multi-group analysis. This study came close to that in terms of Muslims and Buddhists 

included in the sample (n = 83 & 87, respectively), but because each non-Christian group 

fell short of this recommendation, it was necessary to group them together for purposes 

of the multi-group analyses. It is important to be aware of the greater within group 

variability that is likely present in this group as compared to the Christian group. Future 

studies should aim to recruit as religiously diverse a sample as possible and re-evaluate 

the ABC for measurement invariance across a broader range of belief systems. 

Implications for Counseling Psychology 

Identifying potential resources like religion as helpful when faced with stressful 

life events can help mental health professionals better tailor their interventions to their 

clients as well as their outreach efforts to the broader population. If religion is indeed as 

valuable a resource as some researchers expect (e.g., Bergin & Jenson, 1990; Ellis, 1991; 

Koenig et al., 2001; Larson et al., 1992) it is imperative that mental health practitioners 

be trained to address general concerns surrounding religion and spirituality and that they 

increase their cultural sensitivity and competence relevant to different religious 

orientations. The ABC has the potential to provide practitioners with valuable 

information regarding their clients’ perceptions about religious coping as well as 

information about what strategies might be particularly helpful for each individual client. 

Because the common factors are the same across groups, as evidenced by support for the 

metric model, the ABC would be an appropriate instrument to administer to individuals 

identifying with any religion, or even no religion at all. Further, as evidenced by the 

comparison of correlation values, it seems likely that the ABC – Behaviors may be a 
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more appropriate measure to use with Non-Christian populations than previously 

developed measures such as the Brief RCOPE or the Ways of Religious Coping Scale, 

especially when assessing the importance of community and worldview provided through 

religious affiliation. Given the sampling limitations of this study however, it will be 

important to further validate this claim in a more religiously diverse sample that allows 

for comparisons across individual religions rather than groups of religions. 

Moreover, the inclusive language of the items is likely to lead to a more positive 

and receptive response from respondents who identify with Non-Christian religions. This 

is particularly relevant when using the ABC in clinical settings where attempting to foster 

a welcoming and safe environment for individuals who are seeking mental health services 

is of utmost importance. 

The ABC also adds to the religious coping literature in that it measures both 

attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping as well as use of religious coping 

behaviors in times of stress. This allows a way for those who do not subscribe to a 

particular religion or belief system to respond to the questions. It also offers a way for 

researchers to assess if attitudes about religious coping are linked to outcomes such as 

physical/mental health, satisfaction with life, or perceived stress in any way. Also, having 

information about individuals’ attitudes about and engagement in religious coping 

behaviors will allow researchers to examine to what degree attitudes influence 

subsequent behaviors and whether that influence differs across religious groups.  

Further, Carone and Barone (2001) suggested that there is a difference in mental 

health professionals’ attitudes about religion as compared to the beliefs held by their 

clients. According to Shafranske (1996) (as cited in Carone & Barone, 2001), 50% of 
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psychologists reported no religious affiliation or preference as compared to 7% of the 

general American public. This has the potential to hinder the therapeutic process for 

clients for whom religion is an important resource. The ability to measure practitioners’ 

(and trainees’) attitudes about the helpfulness of religious coping can aid researchers and 

training directors in developing training models regarding the importance of religion as 

an aspect of multicultural identity. With the help of data on practitioners’ attitudes, 

training programs could be tailored to enhance competency around specific aspects of 

religious coping.  

The initial reasons for measuring both attitudes and behaviors also included the 

ability to assess whether individuals conceptualize their attitudes in the same way as they 

do their behaviors. Results of exploratory factor analysis suggested that individuals might 

categorize their religious coping behaviors differently than they categorize their attitudes 

about the helpfulness of religious coping. It is noteworthy however, that these findings 

were not replicated through confirmatory factor analysis. Based on the results of the 

confirmatory factor analysis, it seems as though individuals conceptualize their attitudes 

and behaviors in the same way, as evidenced by support for the four-factor structure for 

the attitude and behavior portions of the ABC. Similar results are needed in future cross-

validations of the factor structure in order to draw reliable conclusions about the link 

between attitudes and behaviors. 

Finally, the ABC has the potential to help unify the religious coping literature. 

While using a more generalized instrument such as the ABC may result in the loss of 

nuanced information about specific religious practices, using a measure of religious 

coping that is applicable across religious orientations can facilitate the conduction of 
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cross-cultural research. For example, the ABC has the potential to shed light on group 

differences in the use of particular types of religious coping behaviors. In our 

increasingly pluralistic society, it is becoming more and more important to be able to 

compare across diverse groups. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A 
 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping – Pilot Version 
 
The following items ask about your experiences with religion and spirituality in coping 
with stress. Please rate the degree to which you agree/disagree with each one based on 
your personal belief system. 
 

1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree 
 

1. In my experience, organized religion provides structure to my life that helps me 
cope with stress. 

2. In my experience, the practices (e.g., prayer, attending ceremonies) associated 
with organized religion helps me cope with life.  

3. In my experience, the daily routine established by organized religion helps in 
coping with stress. 

4. In my experience, rituals associated with organized religion help me cope with 
stress. 

5. In my experience, the obligations associated with organized religion help in 
coping with stress. 

6. In my experience, the support network offered by organized religion helps in 
coping with stress. 

7. In my experience, the sense of community provided by organized religion helps in 
coping with stress. 

8. In my experience, being around others with similar beliefs helps in coping with 
stress. 

9. In my experience, having a religious community to belong to helps in coping with 
stress. 

10. In my experience, the system of values taught by organized religion helps make 
life less stressful. 

11. In my experience, the guidance offered by organized religion helps me cope with 
the demands of life. 

12. In my experience, having religious teachings helps reduce stress in my life. 
13. In my experience, my personal relationship with a higher power helps reduce 

stress in my life. 
14. In my experience, knowing that I have a personal relationship with a higher power 

helps me cope with stress.  
15. In my experience, my relationship with a higher power is a source of comfort that 

reduces stress in my life.  
16. In my experience, the unconditional acceptance offered by my relationship with a 

higher power helps me cope with stress. 
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Appendix B 
 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping – Final Version 
 

Many people find the following aspects of religion and spirituality helpful in coping with 
their stress. Do YOU think it is helpful for OTHER people to use them to manage their 
stress? Using the scale below for each item, please rate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with each statement. 
 

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree  
 
Religious and spiritual practices can help people cope with stress by: 
 

1. providing overall structure in everyday life 
2. offering meaningful pursuits/practices   (e.g. prayer, meditation) 
3. providing a daily routine 
4. providing opportunities to worship (e.g. attending religious ceremonies and 

services) 
5. providing a social network 
6. offering a sense of community 
7. offering a way to be around others with similar beliefs 
8. providing a religious community to belong to 
9. providing a system of values 
10. offering guidance (e.g. via scriptures and/or leaders) 
11. allowing for a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g. God, Jesus, 

Allah, Krishna, etc.) 
12. supporting a belief in a higher power 
13. providing comfort through a relationship with a higher power 
14. providing unconditional acceptance of oneself through relationship with a 

higher power 
15. providing a connection with a higher power (e.g. the universe, God, etc.) 
16. providing a worldview that makes sense of life  
17. offering a sense of control in life  
18. providing a helpful way to view the world 
19. giving life a sense of meaning 
20. explaining why things happen in life  

 
Next, please rate how frequently YOU find yourself relying on the following aspects in 
managing YOUR stress. 
 
1 = never        2 = a few times         3 = a few times             4 = a few times                  5 = daily or  
                               a year  a month             a week        almost daily 
 
Religious and spiritual practices can help ME cope with stress by: 
 

1. providing me overall structure in life 
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2. offering me meaningful pursuits/practices (e.g. prayer, meditation) 
3. providing me a routine 
4. providing me opportunities to worship (e.g. attending religious ceremonies 

and services) 
5. providing me a social network 
6. offering me a sense of community 
7. offering me a way to be around others with similar beliefs 
8. providing me a religious community to belong to 
9. providing me a system of values 
10. offering me guidance (e.g. via scriptures and/or leaders) 
11. allowing me a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g. God, Jesus, 

Allah, Krishna, etc.) 
12. supporting my belief in a higher power 
13. providing me comfort through a relationship with a higher power 
14. offering me unconditional acceptance of myself through relationship with a 

higher power 
15. providing me a connection with a higher power (e.g. the universe, God, etc.) 
16. providing me a worldview that makes sense of life  
17. offering me a sense of control in life  
18. providing me a helpful way to view the world 
19. giving my life a sense of meaning 
20. explaining why things happen in my life  
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Appendix C 
 

Preventive Resources Inventory 
Self-Acceptance Scale 

 
Using the scale below, please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statements by circling a response. 
 
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Neutral 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree 
 

1. I know who I am. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. I know how to think about situations in a positive way. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I am comfortable with the circumstances in my life. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. I lead a well-rounded life. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. When problems come up in one area they don’t affect my overall happiness. 1 2 3 

4 5 
6. I do not want to trade my life for anyone else’s life. 1 2 3 4 5 
7. I have enough money for my needs. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. I am able to prevent stress by having clear values in my life. 1 2 3 4 5 
9. I can accept the fact that things will not always turn out the way I want. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. I accept my imperfections. 1 2 3 4 5 
11. I am grateful for who I am. 1 2 3 4 5 
12. I may not always get what I want. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. I have limitations. 1 2 3 4 5 
14. I can usually see many ways to attack a problem. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix D 
 

Preventive Resources Inventory 
Social Resourcefulness Scale 

 
Using the scale below, please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statements by circling a response. 
 
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Neutral 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree 

 
1. I know how to delegate tasks to others. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. I know how to make social situations more comfortable. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I can recognize when someone is about to become unhappy with me. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. I am able to ask for emotional support. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. I know how to make others feel comfortable. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. I have others to call upon when needed. 1 2 3 4 5 
7. I have mutually supportive relationships. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. I know how to prepare for stressful situations. 1 2 3 4 5 
9. I am able to use constructive criticism. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. Other people consider me helpful. 1 2 3 4 5 
11. I have friends and relatives that can help me avoid trouble in my life. 1 2 3 4 5 
12. I accept the input of others. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. I ask for help. 1 2 3 4 5 
14. I form mutually beneficial relationships with others. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix E 
 

Brief RCOPE 
 
Please indicate how much or how frequently you engage in each of the following to help 
you cope with stress. 
 
0 – not at all  1 – somewhat 2 – quite a bit 3 – a great deal  
 
1. I looked for a stronger connection with God. 
2. I sought God’s love and care. 
3. I sought help from God in letting go of my anger. 
4. I tried to put my plans into action together with God. 
5. I tried to see how God might strengthen me in this situation. 
6. I asked forgiveness for my sins. 
7. I focused on my religion to stop worrying about my problems. 
8. I wondered whether God had abandoned me. 
9. I felt punished by God for my lack of devotion. 
10. I wondered what I did for God to punish me. 
11. I questioned God’s love for me. 
12. I wondered whether my church had abandoned me. 
13. I decided the devil made this happen. 
14. I questioned the power of God. 
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Appendix F 
 

Ways of Religious Coping 
 
The following questions relate to how you handle stressful situations in your life. A 
"stressful" situation is any situation that is difficult or troubling for you, either because 
you feel distressed about what is happening or because you have to use considerable 
effort to deal with the situation. The situation may involve your family, your job, your 
friends, or something else important to you. Read each statement carefully and indicate 
how often you engage in the following behaviors when you experience a STRESSFUL 
situation. Indicate your answer by choosing the appropriate number. Please respond to 
every item. 
 

0 = not used at all/does not apply 
1 = used sometimes 

2 = used often 
3 = used very often 

4 = used always 
 

1. I say prayers. 
2. I read scriptures. 
3. I attend a religious support group. 
4. I allow the holy spirit to direct my actions. 
5. I confess to God. 
6. I do not pray. 
7. I get support from church/mosque/temple members. 
8. I talk to church/mosque/temple leaders. 
9. I look for a lesson from God in the situation. 
10. I try to be a less sinful person. 
11. I pray to God for inspiration. 
12. I try to make up for my mistakes. 
13. I put my problems in God’s hands. 
14. I pray for strength. 
15. I talk to church/mosque/temple members. 
16. I count my blessings. 
17. I talk to my minister/preacher/rabbi/priest. 
18. I recall a Bible passage. 
19. I stop going to religious services. 
20. I get help from clergy. 
21. I use a Bible story to help solve a problem. 
22. I pray for the help of a religious figure. 
23. I solve problems without God’s help. 
24. I ask for God’s forgiveness. 
25. I donate time to a religious cause or activity. 
26. I ask my religious leader for advice. 
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27. I share my religious beliefs with others. 
28. I think about Jesus as my friend. 
29. I get involved with church/mosque/temple activities. 
30. I give money to a religious organization. 
31. I base life decisions on my religious beliefs. 
32. I find peace by going to a religious place. 
33. I ask someone to pray for me. 
34. I ask for a blessing. 
35. I pray for help. 
36. I go to a religious counselor. 
37. I work with God to solve problems. 
38. I find peace by sharing my problems with God. 
39. I stop reading scriptures. 
40. I recite a psalm. 
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Appendix G 

Benevolent Religious Reappraisal subscale 

The following items deal with ways you coped with a negative event in your life. There 
are many ways to try to deal with problems. These items ask what you did to cope with 
this negative event. Obviously different people deal with things in different ways, but we 
are interested in how you tried to deal with it. Each item says something different about a 
particular way of coping. We want to know to what extent you did what the item says. 
How much or how frequently. Don’t answer on the basis of what worked or not—just 
whether or not you did it. Try to rate each item separately in your mind from the others. 
Make your answers as true FOR YOU as you can. Indicate your answer by choosing the 
appropriate number. 
 
0                                        1                                            2                                               3                                   
 
not at all                                                                                                               a great deal 
 
 

1. Tried to find a lesson from God in the event. 
2. Tried to see how God might be trying to strengthen me in this situation. 
3. Saw my situation as a part of God’s plan. 
4. Trusted that God would be by my side. 
5. Tried to see how the situation could be beneficial spiritually. 
6. Trusted that God was with me. 
7. Tried to make sense of the situation with God. 
8. Thought that the event might bring me closer to God. 
9. Sought comfort from God. 
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Appendix H 
Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith Questionnaire 

Please answer the following questions about religious faith using the scale below. 
Indicate the level of agreement (or disagreement) for each statement. 
 

1 = strongly disagree 2 = disagree 3 = agree 4 = strongly agree 
 
1. My religious faith is extremely important to me. 
2. I pray daily. 
3. I look to my faith as a source of inspiration. 
4. I look to my faith as providing meaning and purpose in my life. 
5. I consider myself active in my faith or church. 
6. My faith is an important part of who I am as a person. 
7. My relationship with God is extremely important to me. 
8. I enjoy being around others who share my faith. 
9. I look to my faith as a source of comfort. 
10. My faith impacts many of my decisions. 
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Appendix I 
Four-Factor Model of ABC – Attitudes 
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Appendix J 
Two-Factor Model of ABC - Behaviors 
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Appendix K 
Standardized Estimates for Final Four-Factor Model, ABC – Attitudes 
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Appendix L 
Standardized Estimates for Metric Model for ABC – Attitudes 
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Appendix M 
Four-Factor Model of ABC – Behaviors 
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Appendix N 
 

Standardized Estimates for Initial Four-Factor Model, ABC – Behaviors  
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Appendix O 
Standardized Estimates for ABC – Behaviors (including cross-loadings for 9 and 10) 
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Appendix P 
Standardized Estimates for ABC – Behaviors, including all modifications 
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Appendix Q 
Standardized Estimates for Final Four-Factor Model, ABC – Behaviors 
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Appendix R 
Standardized Estimates for Christians, ABC – Behaviors 
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Appendix S 
Standardized Estimates for Non-Christians, ABC – Behaviors 
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Appendix T 
Standardized Estimates for Non-believers, ABC – Behaviors 
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Appendix U 
Standardized Estimates for Metric Model, ABC – Behaviors  
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Appendix V 
 

Assessment of Beliefs and Behaviors in Coping – Final Version 
 

Many people find the following aspects of religion and spirituality helpful in coping with 
their stress. Do YOU think it is helpful for OTHER people to use them to manage their 
stress? Using the scale below for each item, please rate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with each statement. 
 

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree  
 
Religious and spiritual practices can help people cope with stress by: 
 

1. providing overall structure in everyday life 
2. offering meaningful pursuits/practices   (e.g. prayer, meditation) 
3. providing a daily routine 
4. providing a social network 
5. offering a sense of community 
6. offering a way to be around others with similar beliefs 
7. providing a religious community to belong to 
8. providing a system of values 
9. offering guidance (e.g. via scriptures and/or leaders) 
10. allowing for a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g. God, Jesus, 

Allah, Krishna, etc.) 
11. supporting a belief in a higher power 
12. providing comfort through a relationship with a higher power 
13. providing unconditional acceptance of oneself through relationship with a 

higher power 
14. providing a connection with a higher power (e.g. the universe, God, etc.) 
15. providing a worldview that makes sense of life  
16. offering a sense of control in life  
17. providing a helpful way to view the world 
18. giving life a sense of meaning 
19. explaining why things happen in life  

 
Next, please rate how frequently YOU find yourself relying on the following aspects in 
managing YOUR stress. 
 
1 = never        2 = a few times         3 = a few times             4 = a few times                  5 = daily or  
                                    a year    a month              a week        almost daily 
 
Religious and spiritual practices can help ME cope with stress by: 
 

1. providing me overall structure in life 
2. offering me meaningful pursuits/practices (e.g. prayer, meditation) 
3. providing me a routine 
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4. providing me a social network 
5. offering me a sense of community 
6. offering me a way to be around others with similar beliefs 
7. providing me a religious community to belong to 
8. allowing me a personal relationship with a higher power (e.g. God, Jesus, 

Allah, Krishna, etc.) 
9. supporting my belief in a higher power 
10. providing me comfort through a relationship with a higher power 
11. offering me unconditional acceptance of myself through relationship with a 

higher power 
12. providing me a connection with a higher power (e.g. the universe, God, etc.) 
13. providing me a worldview that makes sense of life  
14. offering me a sense of control in life  
15. providing me a helpful way to view the world 
16. giving my life a sense of meaning 
17. explaining why things happen in my life  
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Appendix W 
Intercorrelations Between Subscales 

 
Subscale 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. ABC Attitudes - Structure 
 

-
- 

.78** .77** .76** .42** .37** .41** .41** .40** .04 .12** .17** .34** .22** .34** .41** 

2. ABC Attitudes -Community 
 
 

 -- .75** .74** .34** .38** .35** .35** .34** .05 .09** .15** .29** .19** .26** .36** 

3. ABC Attitudes- Higher 
Power 
 

  -- .78** .46** .38** .51** .46** .48** .07* .07* .14** .43** .26** .44** .48** 

4. ABC Attitudes –Worldview 
 
 

   -- .45** .41** .46** .50** .44** .07* .07* .12** .39** .27** .39** .45** 

5. ABC Behaviors – Structure 
 

    -- .79** .87** .87** .80** .23** .06 .08* .78** .62** .76** .83** 

6. ABC Behaviors -
Community 
 

     -- .71** .76** .66** .23** .09** .09** .65** .64** .59** .79** 

7. ABC Behaviors – Higher 
Power 
 

      -- .89** .83** .20** .08* .13** .81** .58** .82** .83** 

8. ABC Behaviors -Worldview 
 
 

       -- .76** .20** .08* .11** .75** .58** .75** .81** 

9. PRI – Self Acceptance 
  
 

        -- .32** .06 .09** .87** .66** .87** .84** 

10. PRI – Social 
Resourcefulness 
 
 

         -- -
.25** 

-
.17** 

.36** .43** .29** .22** 

11. WORCS: External/Social 
 
 

          -- .66** .02 -.07 .07 .08* 
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**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

12. WORCS: Internal/Private 
 
 

           -- .00 -
.11** 

.06 .10** 

13. Benevolent Religious 
Reappraisal 
 

            - .80** .89** .81** 

14. Brief RCOPE Positive 
 
 

             - .66** .65** 

15. Brief RCOPE Negative 
 
 

              - .78** 

16. SCSORF                - 
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